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Abstract

This Honors Thesis includes a literature review on integrated curriculum for a third grade class.
It also includes 22 lessons which, along with the literature review, explore the idea of integrating

inquiry based social studies with language arts, especially informational narrative writing in the
classroom Other subjects are integrated as well, including math and science . The curriculum
development was, in part, pilot tested at Edith Bowen Laboratory School. It uses McTighe's
Backward Design curriculum model and focuses on the settlement of the pioneers in Cache
Valley.
Keywords: integration, backwards design , social studies, language arts, writing
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Introduction
The minute students step onto the school curb they should be engaged in activities that
stimulate their desire to learn. The purpose of the education system is to develop individuals that
can apply classroom curriculum to everyday tasks. However, when students are asked to apply
these concepts in a story problem, through writing or "out on the street," they often exhibit a lack
of understanding; they know the book answers, but fail to grasp the practical applications. It is
my belief that greater understanding can be attained by applying knowledge of one subject to
another, thus allowing students to meet knowledge requirements in both areas of instruction
Curriculum integration is part of a student centered education trend that is growing in
multiple countries (Hudson, 2012a, p. 40). This thesis explores the idea of creating an integrated
curriculum unit that focuses on authentic informational narrative writing experiences in a social
studies context, allowing students to create a better perspective of the time period that is being
explored, in this case the settlement of Cache Valley in northern Utah. This paper is segmented
into four chapters. The first is a literature review that explores the positive aspects of curriculum
integration, focusing on the need to incorporate authentic experiences into the classroom learning
environment

The second chapter develops methods of curriculum integration for an

informational narrative writing and social studies unit and includes McTighe's Backwards
Design model. The third chapter outlines the developed unit plan as well as teacher resources
and assessment models. The fourth chapter describes and evaluates pilot testing that was
completed on a mini-unit following the same topic.
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Chapter 1
Integration Literature Review

What is Integration?

In the 1970's integration was defined as combining two or more subjects together under a
theme; however , this often led to a lack of purposeful direction (Hudson 2012a, p . 40) .
Throughout the years this idea has changed and integration is now termed as a "creative thinking
process where teachers pedagogically [connect] subjects ,, (Hudson, 2012b , p. 47) . Schleigh ,
Bosse' & Lee (2011) describe integration as a cmriculum that is designed to allow students to
experience two or more subjects at the same time . This allows students to experience important
concepts in each of the subjects and gain more insight among the subject matters (Schleigh et. al
2011 , p. 3) . Moye (2011 ) states integration is an approach that allows students to make
connections with previously isolated subjects such as math , science , social studies and language

arts . He continues that students can study a topic and relate it to another using both the cmrent
issues and content (Moye , 2011 , p. 48)

1be Need for Integration
When students are not engaged in learning , academic success drops . In 2002 , the
University of Louisville conducted a study on student engagement and learning which illustrates
how student engagement lev els are positively related to GPA. (Carini , Kuh & Klein , 2004 p. 34).
Students often disengage from learning when they feel a lack of interest in the subject.
For example , many believe social studies to be nothing more than "old events and dead people
[which have] little relevance to their lives,, (Ogle, Klemp, & McBride , 2007, p. 5). Many students
feel similarly about writing and lament that they don ' t know what to write about or they are
worried they are going to do it wrong . Math, reading , science and other subjects all tell the same
story; students aren 't interested, have a lack of personal connection or don't understand the
course material.
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Also, there is not enough time in the day to engage ineffective exploration of multiple
subjects. Curriculum is overcrowded . Not only are teachers expected to teach the basics like
math, language arts, science, social studies and reading, but many times they are also expected to
teach fine arts subjects such as dance, music, and visual art due to the lack of a fine arts teacher
in the school. There is not enough time in the 6-7 hour school day to meet each of the standards.
Add the expectation of meeting student's societal needs and teachers begin to feel overwhelmed
(Hudson, 2012a, p. 40).
These two issues, lack of student learning and a short school day influence educators to
find solutions to these problems . Each teacher wants students to leave their classroom as
confident learners. Many teachers have been turning towards curricula integration to accomplish
this task
Teachers who integrate curricula know that students deserve a robust learning experience
that covers all the information that is developmentally appropriate for each grade level. For
example , when students are exposed to two subjects such as science and math they ''find
relevance in their learning and are thereby more likely to be interested and motivated to engage
in classroom learning events;" this leads tq students learning in-depth inquiry skills while
completing performance assessments (Schleigh et al, 2011, p. 2). Curriculum integration allows
students to take more responsibility for their own learning as they make connections between
subjects and develop strategies for application of information and experiences between subjects
(Worth, Winokur, Crissman, Heller-Winokur & Davis, 2009, p. 1). Often, students see no
practical application to learning the material, and are instead expected to memorize dates,
numbers and formulas that pertain to the information that is on the end of year assessment
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Rather than taking the approach of memorization , it is more effective for student engagement
(and retention) to allow students to develop skills that transfer across the subjects .
One example of this is a math teacher that uses science integration in the classroom .
Scientists argue "robust science learning occurs most effectively through firsthand experience
combined with ample opportunities for reflection and rich talk" (Cervatti , Barber , Dorph,
Pearson & Goldschmidt , 2012 , p. 631) . This pairing of math and science allows students to
actually use the formulas they are learning about in a practical application . By allowing students
to experience a concept in multiple times and through authentic , meaningful experiences , it
creates more brain synapses . This added number of synapses allows them to recall information
better , thus allowing them to recall thoughts and experiences when necessary ; they can
remember the actual experience and remember content taught , rather than trying to recall obscure
facts that have no real -world basis (Ormrod, 2006 , pp . 22-24) .
Hudson states that some students are okay with the subjects being individually taught ; in
fact, they like it. However , he brings up Gardner ' s multiple intelligence theory and points out
that through integration a teacher is able to better meet the needs of different learners .
Connections can be made on an individual basis and innovative integrated curriculum can be
designed based on the classes strengths and weaknesses (Hudson, 2012a , p. 41).
The balance time devoted to learning activities during the school day concerns many
educators . However , many researchers have found that through the integration of curricula ,
teachers can create a more focused lens of learning. When developing an integrated curriculum
researchers use the idea of synergy (he interaction of elements that when combined produce a
total effect that is greater than the sum of the individual elements , contributions , etc. ["Synergy ,11
2013]) by targeting highly related subjects (Cervatti et al, 2011 , p. 635) . They are able to see the
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core subjects of math and reading in a practical way and thus attain a better idea of the
information Also, researchers at Louisiana State University show that there was "modest but
statistically significant positive partial correlations" found when a student was more
academically challenged, when they had collaborative learning, and reading and writing were
involved in course work (Carini et al, 2004 p. 3-4).
Troubles Facing Integration
With the coming of the new common core, it is increasingly difficult for teachers to take
part in innovative new teaching methods such as curricula integration

Brooks and Dietz (2012)

encourage educators to not blame the standards themselves, but rather look to the standardization
of teaching and assessment methods . They argue that many districts , in an effort to produce
higher test scores, are advocating the use of curriculum that compartmentalizes thinking and
narrows the creativity of the teachers in making decisions about authentic learning experiences
(Brooks & Dietz, 2012, p. 65).
Continuing with this idea of compartmentalization, yet another inhibition to curriculum
integration is the fact that subjects are separated into pre-defined blocks of time in a day. Many
teachers have been exposed to years of this compartmentalization in their own public education .
When they enter a pre -service teacher program , subjects are again compartmentalized and they
are given little exposure to the idea of integration After four years when they enter the
classroom as a new teacher , they see curriculum integration as a headache due to classroom
management issues. By the time they are a veteran teacher, they are comfortable in their ways
and are concerned that integration doesn't meet the needs of high stakes testing; they have taught
curricula separately for many years and find it difficult to modify this practice (Schleigh, Bosse

& Lee, 2011 ).
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Two ways to combat this compartmentalization and standardization are incorporating the
idea of"the power of one" and engaging educators in professional developments that teach how
to integrate .
The idea of the power of one refers to the notion that one person can make a difference in
the world Hulstrand (2012) incorporates the idea in the setting of a college study abroad
program , but the concept can be seen in elementary education as well. It is the idea that one
motivated teacher with one unit can begin the change towards a more authentic experience in a
school. She continues that "once change begins , others around the campus will learn from that
model. Success can be contagious!" (Hulstrand, 2012 , 49). Brooks and Dietz (2012) continue
this idea by stating that change towards curriculum integration needs to come from within , not a
"leader announcing a plan" They further encourage teachers to "set up classrooms rich in
opportunities for students to construct integrated knowledge transferable across disciplines . . .
that provoke students to confront cognitive challenges in pursuit of their own questions" (Brooks

& Dietz , 2012, p. 67). As previously mentioned , students learn more effectively when they are
able to integrate their knowledge into real world situations . They can apply their learning to
other subjects, thus illustrating the idea that in the adult world "school subjects" intermingle and
intersect (Cervetti, Barber , Dorph, Pearson & Goldschmidt, 2011, p. 631).
As teachers observe the success and positive outcomes of integration , they will be more
likely to try curriculum integration themselves. However , curriculum integration means different
things to different people . If it is discussed among colleagues, sometimes it doesn 't translate as
the same idea (Hulstrand, 2012, p. 49) . Moye (2011) encourage teachers to "[learn] and [use]
correct integration techniques and terminology . .. Once a teacher is better equipped, he or she
can speak more convincingly to those who need to support the initiative" (p. 51) . Teachers can

q
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learn and share successful integration techniques through professional developments ; these
workshops can teach educators proper definitions and processes for integration in the classroom ,
thus allowing them to make "conceptual connections between subjects and instructional
strategies that promote integration" (Schleigh et. al, 2011 , p. 3)

Social Studies and Writine lntqrations
Social studies and writing integration allows students to see social studies as more than
names and dates. By creating experiences that allow students to write as they learn social
studies, they are able to see the era in a new light.
Writing experiences need to be authentic and reflect the nature of the topic being
covered Charron , Fenton, Harris & Procek (2012) talk about the incorporation of a travelogue.
Students are able to imagine themselves as explorers or newspaper writers, or missionaries , etc.
during a certain time period Then ''through a specific lens , the students begin to tell their stories
of this time period " (Charron et al, 2012 , p. 69). Political cartoons , journal entries , wanted
posters , letters and newspaper ads are all examples of methods that can be employed when
creating an authentic writing and social studies learning environment.
Another way to use writing in social studies is by comparing the present day to the past.
Ogle , Klemp and McBride (2007) state that students
like to be actively involved in learning - asking their own questions , creating their
own projects , being the experts and developing their own interpretations based on
various data sources. Rather than seeing social studies as a place where they have
to memorize important information, they want some opportunity to participate ...
to find their own voice , to create something new and unique . (p. 16)
This creates ownership of the time period; the students become the experts and can find their
own interpretation of history rather than relying on other sources as the sole giver of information .

10
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Although social studies is not the first place to think of inquiry, the same concepts can be
applied in the social studies -writing team as are present in science and math. "Inquiry is a
multifaceted activity that involves making observations , posing questions ; examining books and
other sources of information; .. . planning and conducting investigations ... proposing answers ,
explanations , and predictions; and communicating results ." (Worth, et al,, 2009, p. 3). Writing in
a social studies inquiry setting is perfect for many students that lack the engagement when
writing in a normal class setting. By setting a purpose to their writing, they are able to engage ,
evaluate , make connections and communicate through writing and social studies. Inquiry writing
in the science world is usually done through the use of a notebook that is compiled with
information the students observe in the natural world; however , in social studies , writing can take
many forms to create a more authentic view of the time period . Tlrrough evaluation of primary
sources, students are able to glean valuable information when engaged in writing historical texts.
One key element in the integration of social studies and writing is communication .
Teachers need to give time for the students to communicate their writing to the rest of the class ,
and give them ample time to communicate their writing on paper . Tlrrough communication
students are able to solidify their own ideas , and teachers are able to evaluate their work for
misconceptions and inconsistencies , thus allowing for learning adjustments for the entire class
(Ogle , Klemp & McBride, 2012, p.65)
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Chapter2
Methods Used for Integration of Informational Narrative Writing and Social Studies
Informational Narrative Journaling
Creating a journal that focuses on informational narrative writing is the basis of the unit
design. Students are able to pretend they are a character from history (a pioneer settling Cache
Valley) and tell the stories through writing of a specific time period. (Charron et al, 2012, p. 69).
This method of teaching about the settlement of Cache Valley allows student to engage in the
learning process, solving real-world problems through integration and making history
meaningful. to them They are being social studies scientists as they actively participate in the
recording of data, solving problems and drawing conclusions that happen as one undergoes the
task of understanding historical events. This practice "emphasizes the intimate connection

among thinking, talking, and writing" (Worth et al, 2007, p. 51).
These journals or notebooks are a constant record of thinking for the students. They
build a base of literacy for the students who feel they are untalented writers and create an
intimacy with literacy for those with gifts in the area of Language Arts . They can be used
throughout the inquiry process as students make lists, design investigations, reason, write
questions and predictions, and record solutions and conclusions (Worth, et al, 2007 p. 51 ).
Through a social studies journal, students can, figuratively, put themselves into another
person's shoes. After questioning and debate they can tell what their reactions to laws may have
been in the time. They can research different perspectives in history and compare and contrast
what the life must have been like in a given time period. They predict how things may have
changed if this or that pivotal moment in history had gone a different way.
The informational narrative genre is not one that is normally used in the classroom
s-etting. However, by working with this genre, students are able to gain a better perspective on

1?
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the parent genres, informational writing and narrative writing . Rather than producing shallow
content knowledge in both writing genres, it instead motivates students to focus on key ideas,
concepts and application of learning in different settings (Hudson, 2012a , p. 41). The basic idea
of an informational narrative is that you are using a fictitious character to tell events that really
happened; under another name, it is a historical fiction.

Backwards Desi2n
Designing a unit can be an overwhelming task, especially when it has multiple subject
matters. However, Understanding by Design by Grant P. Wiggins and Jay McTighe (2005)
shows how educators must design with the audience in mind. If the students (the audience) don't
understand what is being taught the unit is a failure . Standards are there for guidelines, but this
does little good if there is no focus on the end result They state that:
We are quick to say what things we like to teach , what activities we will do, and
what resources we will use ; but without clarifying the desired result of our
teaching, how will we ever know whether our designs are appropriate or
arbitrary? How will we distinguish merely interesting learning from effective
learning? More pointedly , how will we ever meet content standards or arrive at
hard -won student understandings unless we think through what those goals imply
for the learners activities or achievements? (Wiggins and McTighe, 2005, p. 14)
Hudson, (2012a) states that "assessments need to be inextricably linked" with curriculum
design. He warns against having too many standards to cover in a lesson ; it creates an
integration that is shallow and doesn ' t have enough substance (p.41). Moye (2011) encourages
teachers to review the standards and course framework before beginning unit planning . Childre ,
Sands and Pope (2009) layout how to start this backwards design process . They are focused on
identifying the learner, then moving to identifying standards. Next step is creating an assessment
framework and at the very end learning activities are created Wiggins and Mc Tighe (2005)
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point out that there is not a set way of performing this process, much like a baker in a kitchen
takes liberties , but that as long as it focuses on students achievement that the design is good (pp.
254-257).
For the unit design on settling Cache Valley, there were three goals that needed to be
met: 1) students will be able to make connections to early Cache Settlers through exposure to
experiences these settler may have had through a role-play experience, 2) students will be able to
write in the informational narrative style daily at first with teacher aide then moving to
independence, and 3) students will be able to make connections and form logical conclusions
about how resources affected early Cache County settlers. Using this information , learners
would then use informational narrative writing to present solutions to problems posed Next,
standards were evaluated and an assessment was made. The standards can be found in Appendix
A (p. 89) and the unit testing is part of the curriculum design found in chapter 3.
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Chapter3
Human Environment Interaction Unit

The following chapter contains the integrated unit based on backwards design

First

introduced is the end -of-unit social studies content test This test evaluates the student's
knowledge of the social studies concepts that are taught throughout the unit ( although there are
other subjects taught during the unit , the main focus is social studies and writing; the subjects
with a lesser focus can be assessed after the individual activities and do not require an end -ofunit test). After the social studies content assessment , a rubric is listed for the final writing
project

The rubric evaluates the students ' writing based on the qualities of an informational

,

narrati.ve that were introduced to the students throughout the unit
The final writing project is a showcase of the student's informational writing . They
complete the publishing process , and their completed " Settler Journals " are available to check
out at the school library . During the writing process , students will know that ev entually , their
work will end up on the library shelves ; this knowledge alone improves their writing. In her
article "Publishing their Way to Better Writing ," Judy Reid (2001 ) states that, "Research shows
that when students know that their work will be published , both the quantity and the quality of
their writing improves " (p. 43). Students are allowed the thrill of publishing and other students

in the school can be affected by this as well . Older students remember the information they
learned during that grade , and younger students are motivated to write so they can one day
publish a book too. The full process for publishing is contained within the lesson plans .
The unit is organized into days . Each day presents a new social studies and writing topic .
The first lessons in the unit are focused on background information about the settlers and how
they came to Cache Valley. On Day 8, they are introduced to 'J>roblems" that allow students to
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exercise critical thinking skills as they solve environment related problems the settlers may have
encountered The last days (day 20-22) are focused on the completion of the publishing process .
The lessons contain much information and can seem overwhelming at first. The
following is a guide to understanding the lessons.
The Sidebar : The sidebar tells the t~cher the basics of the lesson . The fost item is a picture. This picture can be a
quick reference for a teacher as they flip through the corners of the lesson plan ; they are a visual guide that shows
what the lesson is centered on. Next is a description of the lesson plan. This is a short summary of what concepts
are addressed in the lesson. Following the description are some " housekeeping" bullets . They show the estimated
time that is needed, the subjects that are covered , and the unit, as well as the day the lesson falls on in the unit
Materials needed are what the students need in a lesson, while the teacher resources have video links, materials and
worksheets that should be prqnred prior to the lesson.

Objectives:This shows the concepts that are taught, reinforced and practiced during the lesson. There is U'Sually
one writing objective and one social studies objective .

StandardsAddressed:These are the Common Core and Utah Core standards that are covered by the lesson plan .
To save on space they are coded The codes and corresponding standards can be found in Appendix A.
Vocabulary: This includes any words that student may not know that are related to the lesson as well as definitiom.
Prior Knowledge : This addresses anything the students should alr~dy know before the lesson starts. It may
include content knowledge or classroom behaviors.

Pedagogy: This is the bulk of the lesson. This shows step by step how to successfully complete the lesson plan. It
begins with a Launch This is an " attention getter" and is designed to capture the learner ' s attention and engage
them in the lesson. Next is Explore ; this is where student gain information about the subjects of writing and social
studies through a variety of instructional methods . The Oooe is often some sort of assessment and wraps up the
activities of the day.

Assessment: This relates how a teacher can assess the day ' s learning. It includes assessments based on the
objectives of the lesson and contaim multiple assessments for multiple subjects .
Integratiom: The section contaim information about which subjects are integrated in the lesson and how they work
together.
Aceommodatiom: This is a space provided to the educator to write in their own specific classroom
accommodatiom. The second µige side bar is also provided for additional notes.

Teacher Resources : This often contains a rubric for the assessment, information on where to buy classroom
resources , worksheets, video links, etc. This is where the teacher goes to emure they have all the needed
information about the lesson.

It is my sincere hope that the following lessons are useful for the educator and enhance
the learning experience of the class.

1 Fi
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End of Unit Content Test

Settler Project Assessment Key

1. Circle where would be the best location to settle.

Map Keyfor Question3

Animals

Timber

I

11
11

Pasture

Water

Stone

(2 pts.)

2. Why is your answer to Question #1 the best place to settle? Use at least 2 sentences. (4 pts)
4 pts - They mention the 5 resources every settler needs to settle. They explain that these resources
are used for survival. They use 2 sentences.
3 pts - They mention the 5 resources , but write only one sentence
2 pts - They don 't mention all the resources , but still write a sentence .
1 pt - The re is an answer the mentions at least one resource but the re is no sentence .
0 pts - no answer

3. Where would you expect to find the most people settling In an area? (2 pts.)
a. At the top of a mountain
b. Near a fresh water lake in the valley

c. next to a cactus in the desert
4. Ust 4-5 projects settlers might do to adapt the environment to their needs. Make sure to use at
least one sentence for every example. ( 10 pts.)
1.

Studerts use at least 4 examples from the pro_1ectswe have done 1nclass with complete sentences - 10 pts.

2.

' - 9 pts.
Students use 4 e•amples from projects we have done 1nclass without complete sentences

3

Students use 3 examples from projects, with complete sentences - 8 pts.
students use 3 examples from pro_1ectswith incomplete sentences- 7 pts.

4

Students use 2 e•amples from project~ with complete sentences- 5 pts.
students use 2 examples from projeCts with incomplete sentences - 4 pts

17
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5.

Stud<,ntsuse 1 e,ampl e from projects, with complete sentences - 2 pts.
Students use 1 e•ampletrorn µroJects with incomplete sentences -1 pt

5. Quietly go look out the window. How much land Is available now compared to when the settlers
first arrived? Draw a picture of the difference. (4 pts.)
Now: Picture should include buildings , cars, streetlights , etc. There should be a lack of space and land
shown - 2 pts.

Past: Picture should in elude more open spaces with maybe one or two houses - 2 pts.

6. Write the needs each group in Cache Valley had from the land. For every group write at least 2
needs. (6 pts)
Mountain men
Need the land to trap
Offers food

Native Americans
Land is for everyone
Home

Settlers
Need land to gain a better life
Grow crops

SAMPLE ANSWER is above. Students can have a variety of other answers . The teacher will need to
determine validity . One point is possible for each answer .

7. If you were a settler, how would you feel about the land you had claimed? Write at least 2
sentences. (2 pts.)

Students shou Id write a bout some ofthei r feelings about their land and how they have . As long as
there is something somewhat related to the topic, it counts .

1.R
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Name:

Date:

My Informational Narrative Writing Rubric
Peer
Comments

Score

Traits

4

CLEAR WELL ORGANIZED STORY
• Introduction: Attention Getter and
Problem
• Story followed logical sequence
• Linking words were used to tie story
together
• Conclusion: Back , Forward, Heart ,
Zinger
INFORMATIVE
• At least 3 pieces of factual information in
the body of the story
• The information relates to the story
• Ordinarv , every day facts add to the story
WORD CHOICE
• A variety of adjectives and adverbs are
used for description (weak example:
good , strong example : fabulous)
Variety
of verbs are used to give
•
description (weak example: move , strong
example: sweep)
• Dialouge is included
• Words that convey emotion are included
GRAMMER , USAGE AND MECHANICS
• Punctuation is correct
• Capitalization is correct
• Quotation marks show where dialoge is
taking place
• There are no spelling errors
OVERALL PRESENTATION
• Writing is neat and legible
• There are spaces between words
• Picture is neatly drawn

3
2
1

4
3
2
1
4

3
2
1

4
3

2
1

4
3

2
1

4 - Exceeds Standards
3 - Meets Standard Expectations
2 - Developing Standard Skills
1 - Begi.orung Standard Progress
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USINGWRITING TO EXPLOREHUMAN ENVIRONMENTINTERACTIONS

Objectives
•
•
•

Know the definition of an Informational Narrative (c)
Be exposed to some examples of informational narratives . (c)
Experience informational writing through teacher modeling as well as
their CJWnexperience. (p, c)

Standards
•
•

Addressed

Introduction to
Informational
Narratives

Writing: 3 .W .2, 3.W .3
Social Studies: NA

Vocabulary
Informational Narrative: A narrator tells a story about true events. The story
gives factual information. There is usually a problem that needs to be solved
in the story , and the story is told in sequence.

Prior Know ledge
•

Students should know the difference between a narrative text and an
information text.

Pedagogy
Launch: Show students the book Apples to Oregon and a history textbook.
Ask students to list what kind of text each is ; the textbook is an informational
text and Apples to Oregon is a narrative text. On a blue sheet of paper write
down the characteristics of informational text as students tell the ideas, and
on a yellCJWpiece of paper write down the characteristics of narrative text as
students give correct ideas .
Narrative Text
lnfonnatianal
Text
At this point , bring
attention to the book Little
• Narrator tells a
• Gi.-uer.ct.
House on the Prairie. Ask
about
story
students which category
ll0lnethilJ8
in
this falls under ,
• A prob lem needs
ourworld
to be so lved
informational or narrative .
If they say informational ,
• There is a
• Not rldicnal
point out why it is
sequence
• T.P.ua
narrative ; then when they
(certain order) to
information
say narrative , point out
the way a story
that ia true
why it is informational.
is told.
Ask students if they think
there is a genre of text that could be a mix of the two texts, kind of like hCJW
you get a new color when you mix yellow and blue togethe r. Place a green
poster between the informational and narrative text
posters. Let them give suggestions about this new
Informational
genre might be called After a few minutes , tell
Narrative
them that the name is just a combination of the
two other writing genres - Informational Narrative.
• Narratortell• a
Flip the green poster over. On it should be written
story about true
the following:
eventa.
Show the book A Pioneer Swnpler . Flip through it
quickly on the DocCam. Ask students to decide at
their table what category this book :fits in. Aft.er
about 30 seconds of debate, ask representatives
from each table to tell the class which category they
think the book belong in (they should answer:
Informational Narrative.) Have students defend
their answer.

•

•

Factual(true)
infonnation ia
given to help ua
learn more
about our world.
Thereis a
problemin the
story

•

Thereia a
eequence to the
way the story ia
7r, ________
_
told.

3 rd Grade
DESCRIP1'1ON OF LESSON PLAN

Stude n ts a re in troduced to
the idea of informational
narratives by discoveri ng
characteristics and also by
findi ng "t rue story''
informatio n in a text modeled
by the teacher.
TIME NEEDED: 15 minut es
SUBJEC T: Languag e Arts / Soo ial
Stud ie s
UNIT: Human Environm e nt
Inter ac tion - Day 1

MATERIALS NEEDED

•

Apples to Oregon Being
the (S:rghtly) True

Narrniive of How a Bn:we
Pioneer Father Brought
Apples, Fea.ches, Pears,
Plums, Gropes, and
Chemes (and Children)

•

•
•
•

Across the Rains by
Deborah Hopkinson)
A Pioneer Sampler The
Daily Life of a Pioneer
Family in 1840by
Barbara Greenwood
Little House on the Pro.me
by Laura lngles Wilder)
Pioneer [nfor mational
Text (from a textbook)
Student wh 1te6oards and
markers

TEAC HER RESOURCES

•

•
•

[nformational narrative
poster, Informational
pos ter, Narrative pos ter.
Document came ra
Writ ing pape r and penci l

USINGWRITINGTO EXPLORE
HUMAN ENVIRONMENTINTERACTIONS

Explore :
1. Next, the teacher will model how to write an informational narrative.
First write these two pieces of information on the whiteboard. (1.
Pioneers used wagons pulled by horses or oxen for transportation and
2. They often brought a milk cow for fresh milk on thew ay). Tell the
students that you will model how to write an :informational narrative
paragraph incorporating the two pieces of information on the board
2 . Begin writing an informational piece. EXAMPLE: "Bobby wui. Suzy
have left their home to go west. They packed up some cl.othes and toys
in their lwye covered wagon. They had two big horses pulling the
wagon, Jack wid Captain. They didn't use oxen because they already
had Jack and Captain wid Pa saw no reason to buy more wiimals .
They also brought al.origtheir milk cow Bessie . Mama wwitedfresh milk
on the plains . She sai,d that it would keep them heal.thy wid strong for
next winter. " It is a good practice to write under a DocCam so students
can obse:rve the writing process.
3 . When you are finished writing, read the story aloud . Have students
tell you a piece of fact in the first sentence . Underline it in green.
Have students help you underline the facts in at least 3 sentences ,
then leave the rest.
Close: Have students get out their white boards . Have them look at the
paragraph you wrote again. Remark that not all the factual sentences have
been discovered yet. On their whiteboard, have them write an undiscovered
piece of :information in the model paragraph and show you on the count of 3.
You can do this as many times as permits.

Assessment
The close activify se:rves as one assessment.
Keep a roster available to record
student understanding
(see Teacher Resources shown below) . If a child is
having a hard time finding the :information , conducting a small workshop is a
good option.

Integrations
Th.is is the beginning of a unit on Human Environment Interactions. At this
point, the students are just being introdu ced to the idea of Informational
Narratives and the integration comes only from the subject matter.

Accommodations
Th.is space is provided for educators
specific classroom. environment.

to write in accommodations

that fit their

Teacher Resources
Assessment Understanding Scale:
0. Not there that day
1. Can't find the information
2. Can only find 500/4 of the embedded :information
3. Can find 800/4 or more of the embedded information
"any score below a 3 needs to have additional practice, though in varied
degrees.

71

ADDITIONAL NOTES
OR HELPS - FOR
EDU CA TOR USE

USINGWRITINGTO EXPLORE
HUMAN ENVIRONMENTINTERACTIONS

Objectives
•
•
•

Understand the reasons that compelled settlers to move to Cache
Valley .
Receive family group assignments to further promote collaborative
discussion.
Explore creative words that express emotion in writing.

Standards
•
•

Addressed

Writing: 3 .W.2a, 3.W .3a , 3.W.3b , 3.W . 10
Social Studies: 3 .2 . la

Vocabulary
Settler : someone who makes a permanent home in a new place . They don't
usually have new neighbors because they are moving to a place where nobody
has lived before.
Prophet a person regarded as an inspired teacher or a proclaimer of the will of
God.
Emotion: how you feel based on what is happening around you.

Prior Know ledge
•

Students

should know what an emotion is.

Pedagogy
Launch: Ask students if they know what a settler is. Take some ideas from the
students and then write this definition on the board: "A settler is someone who
makes a permanent home in a new pla.ce. They don 't usual.1y have new
neighbors because they are moving to apla.ce where nobody has lived before."
Ask students what they know about who settled Cache Valley, why, when , etc .
This is a great way to see what kind of misconceptions you will be dealing with
throughout the uru.
t. TAKE NOTES ON THE COMMENTS so you know what
each child said
Explore :
1. Give each student a piece of single mini M&M per table . (Tell the
students they must leave it in the middle of their table .) This M&M
represents their food for a year because they live in Toole (point to it on
the map) . They have had all sorts of problems this year and couldn't
grow crops . The Native Americans used their cattle for food , they didn't
have enough rain. there was too much salt in the soil, and what plants
did grow were eaten by grasshoppers.
They need a solution . Have the
students discuss in groups what the solution might be to their
problems , and then present their solutions to the class . (Solutions may
include: moving, fighting the Native Americans , planting more crops ,
etc .)
2. Now pretend you decide the solution to your problem is to move . You
can move two different places . One place is called Cache Valley . It has
tall grass, lots of animals to hunt, timber to build houses with, and the
prospect of a LOT more M&M's .. .big ones, and a whole package per
person worth of food. However there is one big problem with this side
of the room. For a lot of the year it is really, really cold - almost like
living in a chest freezer. The other option is a place called Southern
Utah. It is warmer there, but there isn't much food for the cattle, there
are lots of mountains to cross and they will only get one
big M&M per person, not a whole pack. Take a vote: How many would
want tn go to Cache Valley? How many want to go to Southern Utah.
3. This really happened in 1856 . A lot of the people that lived out in Toole
didn't feel very happy with their living situation. They decided to

n

Settlers in
Cache County
3 rd Grade
DAY2
DESCRIPTION OF LESSON PLAN

Students will be introduced to
the way that members of The
Church of Jesus Christ of
Latt er-Day Saints came to
set tle Cache Valley. They are
assigned in family groups
based off of the ong111al
families in Cache. Students
will e;::plore emotion adjectives
to tell their feelmgs as they
write in their Settler Journal.
TIME NEEDED: 20 minutes
SUBJECT:

Language

Arts{Social

Studies
UNIT: Hum.an Environment
Interaction - Day 2

MATERIALS NEEDED

•
•
•
•
•

Map of Utah
Family Name hanging
table markers
Se ttler journals for each
student
M&M's
Tinfoil - small piece per
student

TEACHER RESOURCES

•

Pioneer Clothin g for
photographs and parent
volunteers

USINGWRITINGTO EXPLOREHUMAN ENVIRONMENTINTERACTIONS

ask their prophet, Brigham Young , what to do about it. A prophet is a
person that many think is an inspired teacher or a mouthpiece for God
on the earth . Brigham decided that those who wanted to could move
to Cache Valley , even though the winters were harsh. Tell the
students that we are going to be writing a informational narrative
about the settlers that came to Cache Valley. We will be pretending
that we are one of the settler and use facts that we learn about settlers
to write about what it would have been like to be one of them. As we
participate in the "Settler Project" we will be in Family Groups. These
families will have 6 members in them (for a class of 30 you should
have 5 families) . Either pre-assign family groups or draw names for
each group so that it is fair. (Pre-assigning family groups would allow
for a teacher to distribute kids so that fewer conflicts arise.)
4 . WRITING: After students have had a chance to get into family groups,
they will have the opportunity to explore emotion words in writing .
Each student will get a Settler Journal
Have them open it up to DAY 2.
This day focuses on emotions, and the importance of using emotion
words to show a character's feelings in an informational narrative. To
start the discussion, give each child a small square of tinfoil. Let them
shape the tinfoil into a person . Tell the students that there are other
ways to say happy and sad in our writing. Ask the students to show a
happy emotion through the tinfoil person. Ask the students what other
words are used to say "happy." Write these words on the board Now
shape the tinfoil person into someone who is showing a sad emotion.
Ask the students what other words they think can be used in place of
sad . As time permits , you can do this with other common emotion
words (angry, scared, etc.).
5 . WRITING: Next let the student write in their journal . On the parts that
say I feel.. . encourage them to use creative words to show emotions .
They should use at least 5 creative emotion words.
Close: Have the students t.ake turns getting their pictures taken for their
journals (about the author page). A parent volunteer that can t.ake the pictures
throughout the writing time would be helpful . In weeks prior ask parents if they
have pioneer type clothing the kids can slip on for the picture to create a more
authentic photograph.

Assessment
Students are assessed on their use of creative emotional words as the teacher
walks around the room obsexving their writing . To show understanding
of the
concept, the student needs to have at least 5 creative emotion words (sad :
gloomy, pessimistic ; happy : fantastic , gleeful ; angry : perturbed .. etc .)

Integrations
This lesson uses social studies information
emotion words in writing .

and history to teach about creative

Accommodations
This space is provided for educators
specific classroom environment.

to write in accommodations

that fit their

ADDITION AL NOTES
OR HELPS - FOR
EDUCATOR USE

USINGWRITINGTO EXPLORE
HUMAN ENVIRONMENTINTERACTIONS

Teacher Resources
Below is a sample note to send home to families asking for volunteers . Send out a week or more previous
to the beginning of the unit. Also, having a photography class from the high school come and take
pictures could be an option. (fbis would be a good option to save on printing , and also support the local
high school art classes. Parents could also buy pr:ints from the H.S . students .)

Dear Parents/Guardians

,

For the next month , your students will be participating in a exploratory
project that integrates writing skills with learning about Cache Valley History.
Part of the writing experiences includes creating an "About the Author"
page. For this , it would be really fun to have the students dress up like
pioneers for their picture on this page. If you have any pioneer clothing that
you would be willing to let us use for 'dress-up' that would be appreciated.
If
you do send clothing , make sure it is marked with your student's first and last
name so that it can be returned to the right home.
Also , if you would be willing to volunteer to come and take pictures of the
students or type up student writing that would also be appreciated.
Thank you
for you r support in this project!
Mrs./Ms./Mr.

_______

_

Please check what you as a parent could help our class with .
I will be sending pioneer attire with my student on (Insert Date here).
I can come and help take pictures of students for their "About the
Author" writing on (Insert Date and Time) .
D I can help type up student work when the time comes to publish.
D I will not be able to volunteer at this time.
D
D

Parent/Guardian
Student

Name: --

Signature:
---

________________
- ---

--

---

::>4

_ __
--

--

-------

_

USINGWRITING TO EXPLOREHUMAN ENVIRONMENTINTERACTIONS

'

Objectives
•

Write an "About the Author " page to tell readers about the Author's
personality, likes and dislikes.
Students will be able to state the purpose and describe the desired
end result of the settler project.

•

Standards

Addressed

Writing: 3.W.3a

,:
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t,li~r~• -il1-:;
About the
Author
,1:

3 rd Grade

Vocabulary
AbouttheAuthor:
The

part of a book that introduces the author to the readers
and gives fuem an idea of the author's personality , likes , dislikes and reasons
for writing the book.
Introduction: Introduces the reasons for writing the book.

Prior Knowledge
•

Students should have had at least the first two lessons in the unit
before being introduced to this lesson.

Pedagogy
Launch: Ask students if they have ever looked at an "About the Author"
section on a book they were r eading . Tell them that today they are going to
learn how to write an "Abou t the Author " page then they will write one for their
settler prqj ect.

DESCRIPTION OF LESSON PLAN

Students will be introduce:! to
th e final product of the settler
j ournals, as well as being
in troduced to the about the
author part of the writings.
TIME NEEDED : 20 minute s

SUBJECT : \Viting / Sooial Studi es

IJM T: Human Environment
Interaction - Day 3
MATERIAI.S NEEDED

•
•

Varie ty of books with an
abou t the Au thor
segn1'=-nt.
Settler Journals

TEAC HER RF3)1JRCES

Explore :
1.

2.

3.

4.

•

Give each table a couple books (different genres) . Have them look at
the about the author page and write down on one paper the things
they notice .
Have a class discussion to share the things th ey noticed. Write them
up on the board. The topics should include : about their family,
interests , hobbies, wh y they are writing the book.
ShOW' the students how to structure an about the author page . Ask
them what the first, second , etc . thing they think should be told
Write the layout on a poster or somewhere the students can have
access to it.
-Authors name: My name is ...
-Where the author is from : I go to Mountainside Elementary ...
-Something the autho r likes to do : I like to ... (at least 3
tlnngs)
-Why I wrote this : I wrote this so that I could show people in
an interesting way what it was really like in Ca che Valley
when it was settled.
-Books they hope to write in th e future : After this, I plan on
writing about.. ..
When you come to the why we are writing this book , talk with the
kids about the purpose of this prqject. It is to help them gain a
better understanding
of informational narratives and have a different
way to learn social studies , but there is more than that This journal
is a first draft. After our whole journal is done students will edit and
revise them. Parents will help us type them up and then after adding
some fantastic illustrations, we will get to have them on display in
the library . People will be able to check out the books that you wrote
and learn about their community. Then, we will have a meet the
author day in school. They will be able to dress up as pioneers if
they want and the different grades will be able to come in for 10 or so
minutes and ask the students about Cache Valley, how it was

•

Company that is willing
to publish the book at the
end of the prc!lect.
Talk to the school
librarian about add ing
the books to the
collection.

USINGWRITING TO EXPLOREHUMAN ENVIRONMENTINTERACTIONS

5.

settled, and some tlrings that happened to them when they were
settling.
After the end result has been talked about , model how to write a
"About the Author" page. Then let the students write their about the
author page on a practice page .

Close : After they ha~ finished their writing, they will show it to a friend to edit
and fix the mistakes that are found. Then they will show it to the teacher.
After they fix the mistakes, they can write the final copy in their journal. At this
time , as well as other free time , they can begin to decorate the front of their
journal (make sure they sketch out the front before they draw it. Perhaps
having the art teacher do some sort of painting integration activity would be a
good route to go.).

Assessment
The assessment will be the completed "About the Author" page . The completed
product should have all the different components , be written neatly with
correct grammar and punctuation .

Integrations
This lesson is mostly based on writing, and how authors write about
themsel~s in explanation to the book They are also introduced to the end
result of the unit. The social studies factor comes from the subject itself, not
so much the teaching aspects of this lesson.

Accommodations
This space is provided for educators
specific classroom environment.

Teacher

to write in accommodations

that fit their

Resources

ff a teacher is able it is suggested that the students ' journals be
officially published.
One website that publishes is
http://www.studentreasures.com/
. This publishing company costs
$9.95 per book , but only comes with 7 writing pages and 7 illustrations
pages. Pages can be added, but at an additional cost . Parents are able
to order additional copies.
A less expensive option is binding books with a simple spiral binding at
any local copy shop. After parents have typed the writing and the
pages have been printed (and maybe laminated if cost is not an issue),
students can add drawings in the margins or on the opposite page. Yet
another option is getting a small binder or portfolio for each students
and using sheet protectors to keep the writing and illustrations nice.

ADDITIONAL NOTES
OR HELPS - FOR
EDUCATOR USE

USINGWRITING TO EXPLOREHUMAN ENVIRONMENTINTERACTIONS

Objectives
•
•
•

Begin to explore the basic needs of a settler before they settle .
Begin to explore the rationale of settlers as they pick specific sites for
home/ community locations .
Use the word '1:>ecause" to show reasons/ facts in writing.

Standards

Addressed

Writing: 3.W.2, 3.W.3, 3.W.8

Resource
Exploration
3 rd Grade

Social Studies: 1.la, 1.2d, 1.3a
DESCRIPTION OF LESSON PLAN

Vocabulary
Resources : A stock or supply of materials that can be used by a person or
community .
Because : for the reason that

Prior Know ledge
•

Students

should be proficient in working with oil pastels.

Students are introduced to
the idea that each settler
needs resources before they
settle a location. They use the
word "because" to help them
wr ite reasons why they believe
a resource is important
TIME NEEDED: 15 minutes
SUBJECT: Language Arts/Art

Pedagogy

UNIT: Hum.an Environment
Interaction - Day 4

Launch: Watch the clip of Jeremiah Johnson when the cabin is being built
(see sidebar for timing) . After the clip , ask what the student noticed about the
builders needs before they could really survive in the wild. How do you choose
a good location to build? (Water sources, food , pretty, lots of shelter, trees to
build with, rocks, place to get/ grow food.) Write their ideas on a paper under
a DocCam. Tell them these item.s are called resources . A resource is a stock
or supply or materials that can be used by a person or community .
Explore :
1. Then transition into the settlers of Cache County. You are in charge
of researching for the family what we need to look for in a place to
build the house , and need to convince the rest of the family that
these really are the resources we need . Tell .the students we are
going to learn a strategy to help them present information in their
informational narrative writing. There is a magic word that we can
use to show reasons that we believe are true ; it is BEqAUSE .
2 . Model for the students how to write a "because " statement. It starts
with I think that .. . (water is an important resource) and then states
a fact that convinces the reader (we have to use it to stay hydrated .)
Write another couple because statements using the need for water as
a basis.
3. Students now have a chance to discuss what resources they think
are important in their family groups . Let them discuss for 2 -3
minutes . Then they need to start writing why they think certain
resources are important in their journals. Keep the outline for a
BECAUSE statem.ent up on the board for student reference .
Close : Students pick a class member outside their group and share their
favorite BECAUSE statement with them . The other class member is checking
to see if the layout is correct (I think that . . . because . . . [facts D. If it is
correct they initial at the bottom of their journal, and if it is not , they help
their struggling classmate fix the errors, then initial.

Assessment
The close activity serves as an assessm.ent. As the students are sharing, make
sure that they are following the correct pattern of a because statement. Also,
during the discussion, make sure that students understand the concept and
can follow the pattern of a BECAUSE statement.

n

MATERIALS NEEDED

•

Settler Journals

TEACHER RESOURCES

•

Jeremiah Johnson Video
clip start time: 59:00
end time: 1·01·05

USINGWRITING TO EXPLOREHUMAN ENVIRONMENTINTERACTIONS

Integrations
This lesson focuses on a strategy for presenting information in an
informational narrative . The students are also focusing on the relationship
between humans and natural resource.

Accommodations
This space is provided for educators to write in accommodations
specific classroom environment.

that fit their

Teacher Resources
Jeremiah Johnson can be found on amazon.com for $4.99. The link is
found below.
http://www.amazon.com/Jeremiah
-Johnson -Robert Redford/ dp/B000WlSZBS/ref=sr
1 2?ie=UTF8&qid=1364492882&5r=
8-2&keywords=jeremiah+johnson

ADDITIONAL NOTES
OR HELPS - FOR
EDUCATOR USE

USINGWRITING TO EXPLOREHUMAN ENVIRONMENTINTERACTIONS

Objectives
•
•
•

Understand exactly what resources settlers need to build a settlement
Begin to explore the rationale of settlers as they pick specific sites for
home/ community locations.
Use the word "because " to show opinions/facts in writing.

Standards

Addressed

Writing: 3 .W.la , 3 .W .lb, 3.W.lc , 3.W.2b

Social Studies:

1.la , 1.2d , 1.3a

5 Resources
3 rd Grade

Vocabulary
Necessities:

things you can 't live without
DESCRIP'l'JON OF LESSON PLAN

Pedagogy

Students are introduced to
th e 5 things a sett ler needs to
find in the environment before
they build. They also gain a
more solid foundation on the
use of the word BECAUSE to
present information

Launch: Re -watch clip of Jeremiah Johnson when they are building their

TIME NEEDED: 20 minutes

Prior Knowledge
•

Students should have been introduced
BECAUSE in the previous lesson.

to the use of the word

cabin. Ask the students to tell you what sort of things they wrote about in
their journals yesterday . Then tell them that those ar e all fantastic ideas . Tell
them that you thought a lot about it too , and came up with 5 things that are
super important for a settler to have.

SUBJECT : \~!ting/Social

Stu.dues

UNIT: Hwruon Environment
Interaction - Day 5
l'vtATERIALS NEEDED

Explore :
1 . There are 5 basic things that a community needs in order to properly
develop. Introduce each one . Tell the students that each of the
things is super important for a communi ty, and tell them a few
reasons why they are important.
Trees : houses
Rocks : houses
Planting fields/food : to live
Water: animals and people to drink , wa tering/irrig ation
Animals: to plow fields , to eat
2 . Each family will get a poster that shows a different resource . Then
they will write as many things down as the y can think of for why
these resources are important. The y can use each other 's ideas , bu t
I want to see super full posters. Tell the students if they write
inappropriate things they will be removed from the activity. They
can think of fun things to do with the resources , or they can think of
necessities (define this word : things you can 't live without.) Give
them 2 minutes for each poster , and 15 seconds for transitions.
3 . Share: Once the students have had 2 minutes with each poster ,
bring them back and have them vote on what they think was the
most important resource. Make tallies up on the board and have
them defend their answers using the magic word BECAUSE from the
previous lesson. Tell them that there is no right or wrong answer , it
is just their opinion . Use questions like :
Why do you think that is the most important resource?
What would happen if that resource was gone?
Is there one resource that you can't live without?
4 . When the students have all had a turn with the posters, revisit them
briefly as a class then hang up on the social studies board Make
sure to use them when the students are plotting out their own Cache
Valley layouts to encourage students to think about where they are
placing their homes.

?9

•
•

Settler Journals
Markers

TEACHER RESOURCES

•
•

Jeremiah Johnson Video
clip. Start time: -59:00
End Time: 1 :01 :05
Pre-made posters that
am m the shape of each
of the .S resources.

USINGWRITINGTO EXPLORE
HUMAN ENVIRONMENTINTERACTIONS

Close : Students now will wr ite in their Settler journals what the five resources
are , as well~ which one the y believe is the most important one . As they write ,
the y will use the word BECAUSE to show wh y that resource is the most
important to a settler .

Assessment
will be assessed informally as the teacher walks around to see
what is written on their posters. The teacher should also take note of the use
of the magic word BECAUSE in their discussions and in their writing . If a
student doesn't use the word because , redirect them or have them rewrite the
sentence .
As students

Integrations
nus lesson focuses

on a strategy for pre s enting information in an
informational narrative (the word BECAUSE to introduce facts) . Also , the
students are learning what things a settler needs in the natural environment
before th ey can settle an area .

Accommodations
nus space is provided for educators

to write in accommodations

that fit their

specific classroom environment .

Teache r Resources
J e remiah Johnson can b e found on
amazon .oom for $4.99. Th e link is
found below.
http://www.amazon.
com/Jeremiah
Johnson -Robert Redford/dp/B000WlSZBS/ref=sr
1
2?ie=UTF8&gid= 1364492882&sr=8
-2&keywords=jeremiah+johnson
Shown to th e left is an example of
the student resource posters.

ADDITIONAL NOTES
OR HELPS - FOR
EDU CATOR USE

USINGWRITINGTO EXPLOREHUMAN ENVIRONMENTINTERACTIONS

Objectives
•
•
•

Gain a basic knowledge of what supplies are needed before moving to
another place .
Understand why it is important to include everyday tasks and
information in our informational narrative writing.
Use math to determine how much the total supplies cost , as well as
how much the wagon can hold.

Standards

3 rd Grade

Addressed

Writing: 3.W .la, 3 .W.lb , 3.W .lc , 3 .W.2b
Math: 3.0A.A.3 , 3.NBT .A.2

DESCRIPTION OF LESSON PLAN

Vocabulary
Covered Wagon : A horse- or mule -drawn wagon topped with a canvas -covered
framework, the common transport for the western-moving North American
pioneers .

Students should have the skills of multiplying
adding numbers up to 2000 .

Students use math skills to
determine how much they can
take on their Journey to Cache
Coun ty. They learn the
importance of lists and other
"everyday" facts in
informational narratives.
1'1ME NEEDED : 30 minutes

Prior Know ledge
•

Gathering
Supplies

two digit numbers

and

Pedagogy
Launch: Ask students why it may be important to include every day ,
seemingly menial tasks in their informational narratives . Have them
brainstorm some ideas about what some of the everyday tasks would be
interesting for someone to read about (fishing , washing clothes, etc .) If
someone doesn't mention it, ask them what about packing for a trip? Do they
think that anyone would be interested in how the settlers of Cache Valley may
have packed for their trip 7
Explore :
1. Show the picture of the inside of a covered wagon at the following
site : http :// thieny .raguier.free.fr / 3Whites 2. htm (or Google covered
wagon) . nus picture will show the kids just how small of a space
was in the wagon . Another Idea would be to tape off a section of the
floor as big as the box of the wagon and try to fit everyone inside .
nus would be a kinesthetic way to show just how little space each
family had Talk briefly about what sort of animals pulled the wagon
(mules , horses , oxen) and what other animals the settlers may have
tak en (milk cows and chickens , goats , dogs , etc.)
2 . Separate into family groups . Each family will be given a supply list of
possible things they could take with them to their new home. Some
of it they will have to buy (these will have a cost written next to
them) , but some of it they already have , they just need to fit it in
somehow . Each group will be given $50 to buy supplies with . Give
the families play money so they can move it around as then need to .
Remind students to add and subtract, as well as use multiplication
skills when buying multiple supplies .
3. Students will also need to keep their supplies under a certain weight
limit. (1500 lbs.). The supply list will show the weight of each item.
Once they have figured out what supplies to buy, they can take the
list and their money to the teacher or a classroom aide. They will
check their math and stamp their list to show that it is a successful
list.
Close: To end , the students will be writing a journal entry that details this
everyday task of buying and packing supplies . They will be expected to

SUBJEC1': Witing/Social
Studies / Mith
IJNl1': Human Environment
Interaction
. Day 6
MA1'ERIALS NEEDED

•
•
•
•

Play money
Masking tape (to tape off
an area similar to the sire
of a covered wagon)
Supply list
Settler Journals

1'EACHER RESOURCES

•
•

•

Supply list with tc,tals
and weight
Picture of a covered
wagon at
http :/ /thjerry .raguier.fre
e .fr/3Whites2 .htm.
Paper money

USINGWRITING TO EXPLOREHUMAN ENVIRONMENTINTERACTIONS
provide their supply list as well as how they might pack their supplies in the
wagon space . Lastly , on the board, as their ticket t.o the next activity, they will
write one other useful everyday task they could write an informational
narrative st.ory about. The whiteboard should be photographed by the teacher,
and then posted for free choice writing ideas later in the year.

Assessment
The students will be assessed on the math skill of adding large number
together when the teacher checks over their list. They will show they
understand the idea of writing about everyday information in informational
narratives by showing their other ideas for writing. They show their
understanding
of the social studies concept as they choose which supplies t.o
pack.

Integrations
This lesson focuses on the t.opic of settlers, but is mostly a writing and math
related lesson. It focuses on the everyday math skills that a pioneer may have
used when getting ready t.o go on a trip.

Accommodations
This space is provided for educat.ors t.o write in accommodations
specific classroom environment.

Teacher

that fit their

Resources

Free printable paper money can be found at
http://www.tipjunkie.com/age/preschool/printable
-money/ . Also it
can be purchased online at amazon .com
(http://www.amazon
.com/Learning-Resources-Money-JarSet/ dp/ B0009K4EB2 /ref=sr 1 2?ie=UTF8&qid= 1364597255&sr=8 2&keywords=pretend +mone y).
Supply list found below.

ADDITIONAL NOTES
OR HELPS - FOR
EDUCATOR USE

USINGWRITING TO EXPLOREHUMAN ENVIRONMENTINTERACTIONS

This Supply list was adapted from one found on idahoptv.org/productions/specials/visions/40.pdf

WAGON SUPPLY LIST
DmECTIONS: This list shows many of the popular items settlers took on their trips to another
place. The number in the parenthesis (#) shows how many pounds (lbs.) each item weighs. The
amount of money each item costs is written to the left of th~ item Remember that you only have
$50 to spend and only 1500 lbs . can fit in your wagon . Alsb remember that your survival may
depend on the things you take , so choose accordingly. And HAVE FUN!
HOUSEHOLD ITEMS
$1 -pair of candle sticks (2)
-spinning wheel (25)
-bedding for one bed ( 12)
-mirror ( 10)
-loom (35)
$3 -15 yards of material (12)
$2 -match bottle and
matches (2)
-rocking chair ( 15)
-baby cradle (15)
-cooking pan (6)
-pitcher and bowl (10)
-bed pan (2)
-bed (30)
-chest for clothing (3 5)
-cooking utensils for
family (4)
-blanket (7)

FOOD
$5 -50 lbs. of flour (50)
$6 -25lbs. of dried beef (25)
$2 -5 gal of vinegar (25)
$4 -25lbs . bacon (30)
$6 -15lbs. of salt pork (20)
$2 -assorted spices (5)
PERSONAL ITEMS
hunting knife (3)
chaps (8)
eating utensils for 1 person (2)
bag of clothing for 1 person (20)
children's toys (8)
guitar (6)
extra pair of boots (7)
_____
_____

()
()

-family heirlooms (20)
-lantern (3)
-family Bible (5)
-rug (25)
-clock (5)
-Dutch oven (6)
-table and 4 chairs (50)
-stool (8)
-wooden bucket (5)
-piano or small organ
( 100)
-5 candles (1)
-coffee pot (3)
-1 gallon coal oil (12)
-set of dishes (20)
-butter churn (10)
-needle and thread ( 1)
-woven ,basket (5)

$5 -25lbs. vegetables (30)
$3 -25lbs. of Pinto beans(25)
$3 -25lbs . of salt (30)
$6 -51b. tin off ruit (8)
$5 -20 lbs . of sugar (20)

fiddle (5)
powder horn (4)
snow shoes ( 6)
family first aid kit (10)
pistol (4)
rifle (6)
_____
()
_____
()
____
_ ()

USINGWRITING TO EXPLOREHUMAN ENVIRONMENTINTERACTIONS

Objectives
•

Use prior knowledge of resource needs t.o determine a good location for
a homestead in Cache Valley.
Gain a beginning knowledge of why resource availability is :important
when determining a location t.o homestead.
Effectively used adjectives and adverbs in descriptive writing.

•
•

Standards

Addressed

Writing: 3.L.la
Social Studies: 1.2d , 1.3a , 2.ld

Vocabulary
Adjective : word that describes a noun
Adverb: word that describes a verb, adjective, or other adverb

Prior Know ledge
•

Students should have a beginning understanding
of adjectives and
adverbs before undertaking this lesson . This should be another way
to practice them in their writing.

Pedagogy
Launch: Tell the students that they have finally made it to Cache Valley
(maybe giving them a chance for a 15 second celebration at this point would
be a good idea). Show them pictures of Maughan 's Fort where the settlers first
settled . Tell them the story of the first couple months they were there (see
teacher resources).

Building
Homes
3 rd Grade
DESCRIPTION OF LES!DN PLAN

By e11a lu a ting a t a map of
Cache Va lley's reso u rces,
stud ent s will choose a place
for se ttlemen t. As th ey wn te,
th ey will focus on us ing
descr ipti11eadject ives and
adver bs.
TIME NEEDED:

whiteboard.

minutes

SUBJECT : W-i ting/Social

Stuwe s

UNIT : Human Environment
Interaction
- Day 7

MA.TERJALS NEEDED

•
•
•

Explore:
1.

Tell that students that after hanging out at the fort all winter , your
families are ready t.o find a place to start building.
Ask them what
things they should probably consider before they build. Students
should respond that they need t.o consider the resources that are
available around the building site . If they don 't com e to this answer ,
remind them of the resources each settler needs for survival.
2 . Show the students the map of Cache Valley explain the key on the
map and what resource each color represents . Then show them how
they will place their smaller star sticker to mark their homestead
location on their own map . Then , when they have marked their own
location , they will take the larger star and mark the SAME location
on the class map. It is okay if they choose the same spot t.o build , it
doesn't affect later lessons .
3. After they have decided where t.o build and everyone has marked
their location , they are going to write a letter to a friend they left
behind . Ask them what they think about including a letter in an
informational narrative .
4. This friend has never seen Cache Valley before , and so they are going
to need t.o describe everything to them. Ta1k about the importance of
using factual descriptions in an informational narrative . Ask the
student what kind of words we use when we are describing things.
The students should respond with adjectives and adverbs if it has
been pre-taught.
Write adjective up on the board . Ask them what an
adjective describes (a noun) then write adverb up on the board and
ask them the same question (verbs, adjectives and other adverbs).
5. Have the students think about some describing words that they
could use to describe the place they settled and Cache Valley in
general Have them take turns writing their descriptive words on the

:.!()

Small Cac he Valley Maps
( 1 per fam ily)
Se ttler Jou rn als
Large and small star
s tickers (2 mark maps one set pe r group)

TEACHER RESOURCES

•
•
•

Cac he Val ley Maps
Maughan's Fort story
Maughan's Fort pictures

USINGWRITINGTO EXPLORE
HUMAN ENVIRONMENTINTERACTIONS
6.

Let students write for 5 - 10 minutes in their jollfllals.
Remind them
to use descriptive words to describe Cache Valley in general, their
location, and why the resources they are by are important to them as
settlers . As they are writing make sure they are using descriptive
words and compliment the students that are using the words
correctly .

Close : To end, let the students share their work with the class if they want to .
students be more confident :in sharing their writing and also
allow you to see if they used good descriptions in their writing.

nus will help

Assessment
When students are writing on the whiteboard the teacher should be assessing
whether or not the words the students write down are really descriptive
adjectives and adverbs. Also, as they are sharing their writing the teacher can
assess their understanding of descriptive adjectives and adverbs . The social
studies assessment comes from their homestead location. If they understand
the settlers needs :in relation to the natural environment then they will chose a
settlement accordingly .

Integrations
nus lesson

focuses on the use of adjectives and adverbs :in an informational
narrative setting. They are using adverbs and adjectives to describe the setting
as well as using them to describe why resources are important to the settlers
as they live in an area

Accommodations
nus space

is provided for educators to write :in accommodations
specific classroom environment.

that fit their

Teacher Resources
Pictured to the left is the map of
Cache Valley that can be used in
settlement placement.
Large and small star stickers
can be found at:
http://shop .hobbylobby .com/p r
oducts/primary -star -stickers 866780/ for $1.49
Maugh.an's Fort Pictures can be
found at: mendonutah.net
For teacher reference, the story
of the first winter is found below .

ADDITIONAL NOTES
OR HELPS - FOR
EDUCATOR USE
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Settlement

of Cache Valley, taken from

Ricks, Joel Edward, "The Beginnings of Settlement in Cache Valley" (1953). USUFacultyHonor Lectures.Paper 43.

bttp· //digitakommons usuedu/honor lectures/43

IN

18 56 as Brigham Young pondered over the possible settlement of Cache Valley , Peter M.aughan and his neighbors
in Tooele, faced by famine because of grasshopper destruction of crops , failure of their grain to mature because of salt in
the soil, and Indian raids on their cattle , called on him to seek advice about settling in a more desirable place .10The
tvformon leader was in a dilemm a. He weighed the dry regions of tl1e south with milder climates against the rich grasslands
of the north with their devastatin g winters . Mght not the new settlers suffer the same fate that overtook the cattle the year
before or face an Indian massacre ? But the people of Tooele must have relief so the Mormon leader gave his consent
Maughan recorded:
Qi dl:: 21st of July, 1856 I -wassent by President Brigham Young to pick out a location in Cache Valley for a setde1rent. Brodl::rs Z.
Riggs, G. W. Bryan, William Maughan, J . Tate, M. Morgan and myself started and made a choice of the south end of the valley for our
location."'

Peter M.aughan returned and reported to Brigham Young who gave permission to all who wished to do so to go with Peter
Maughan to form a northern settlement About the last of August 1856 a small party of eight men , seven with families , left
for the northern country . They were Peter Mau ghan, G. W. Bryan , John and William M.aughan, Zia! Riggs, Francis
Gunnel, D. Thompson , and William Hamblin . After leaving Box Elder the road was very rough but Mrs. M.aug4.an
gallantly drove the •fi~ wagon into Cache Valley for settlement." As she reached the mouth of the canyon she exclaimed,
"Oh what a beautiful valley.• They drove to the stream (near the present Bankhead home) and camped September 15,
18.56. They spent two days looking for a site and in cutting hay for their stock and on the 17th they began to make corrals
for their animals. While they still lived in their wagons the first snow of the season fell September 26. Durin g the storm
Mrs. M.aughan gave birth to the first child born in the settlement-Eli2.abeth Weston Maughan. She wrote: "having moved
into our cabins Mr. M.aughan started for Fillmore on the 25th of Nov . 1856," and she continued "the houses were in two
rows , north and south the ends being open. ·12This arrangement of two rows of houses facing each other was known as
•fort style" and almost all of the settlements in the following years were built that way. The newcomers found only
Andrew Moffat and the Garr brothers who were with the church cattle in the valley . The tasks of these pioneers and their
families out on this distant frontier required resolute courage and great industry . Not only did they face a severe winter that
almost overwhelmed them with its fury , but they located on the hunting grounds of the Shoshoni Indians challenging
hundreds of dangerous red men who might, at any time, destroy this handful of settlers who remained stubbornly in their
unprotected houses. Tragedy came during the distressing winter of 1856- 1857. Young John Gardner "muslied" through the
snow from Brigham City to M.aughan's Fort but was frozen to death just before he reached the settlement. They found in
his pocket a letter from Peter Maughan to his wife. The young man had lost his way and his life trying to deliver the mail.H
At last spring came and these pioneers harnessed their oxen to their wooden plows and turned the stubborn soil, then
pulverized it with wooden harrows , and planted their first crop . They dug ditches with rude sliovels . Apparently 1857 was
a good growing season, for Francis Gunnel wrote:

I:!>'
the blesang cf the Lord we raisoo a gcx:xicrop after it had reen
prophecie:11:!>'many we oould not raise any gram oo account cf the revere
Winters aoo frost during the Summers ; I:!>'
being blest with an abundant harvest we were greatly eocourage:i. we cootinue:I per:;,avermg doing the
rest we coold during the winter of 1857.,
That year M.aughan's furt increased to thirteen cabins
10. Mary Arn Weston Maughan, Jounal No .2 (MS , 3 wls., 1850 ,1898 , in
possession of Utah Gen:alogical Society, Salt Lake City), p. 29.

J
1.1. "Peter Maughan Diary," Tullidge's His/ones of Utah(Salt Lake City:
tM:11deInstructor Press, 1889), II, 44.
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Objectives
•
•

Students will be able to perform family jobs with proficiency .
Students will understand that informational narratives have a
sequence: problem introduction, effects of the problem, way to solve it
and conclusion.

Standards

Addressed

Speaking/Listening:
3.SL. lb
Writing: 3.W.2a, 3.W.2d, 3.W.3d

Vocabulary
NONE

Prior Knowledge
•

Students should be comfortable communicating in groups. They
should have practiced good speaking and listening skills and should
just need a reminder about group discussion procedures .

Pedagogy
Launch: Introduce the fami1y jobs (see list below) . Start by having the Pa
stand up and tell what the Pa's do . Model the role for them. Continue through
till evecyone knows their job responsibilities.
Tell the students that they won't
rotate roles, but they will rotate jobs occasionally, so they need to pay
attention to what each other do. Have each family member groups (all Pa's, all
Ma's etc.) get together and practice doing their job. Remind evecyone about
effective communication strategies and listening with respect to evecyone's
ideas .
Family Jobs:
Pa - Check on the Settler board to see what the problem is and report it to the
rest of the family .
Ma - Locate on the map which area is affected
Child 1 - In charge of the family talk on what resource is affected
Child 2 - In charge of the fami1y discussion on how to solve the problem.
Child 3 - Scribe (fill in guided worksheet that can be found at the bottom of
the lesson)

Explore:
1. Now the students will practice their jobs. Post this problem up on
the board: The family has found a stray dog. Do you keep it or not.
2 . Practice going through the motions of "solving" and recording the
problem. Walk through the steps as a class, but have each family be
doing their own thing. Start by saying "Pa's go check the board to
see what the problem today is. Child 3, get out your paper to take
notes on the family meeting. Pa's go report it to your families now .
Ma's see which area is affected by looking at the map . Child 1, Start
the discussion about which resources may be affected, Child 2, start
the discussion on how to solve the problem, Child 3, review the notes
with everybody."
3 . Now that evecyone has made it that far, have them all open up their
settler journals to day 7. This is a new layout, and they will be more
responsible for filling in the information at this point. Remind them
that informational narratives follow a certain sequence with
beginning, problem, effects, solution and conclusion. Model for the
class how to fill out the information (start with the problem - "we
have found a dog out in the backyard, chasing the chickens around
the yard." Next go to which resources are affected . .Ask the students

Settler
Family Jobs
3rd

Grade

DESCRIPTION OF LESSJN PLAN

Student will be assigned roles
in the fami ly and exp lore the
''.jobs" they each will have .
They will explore the idea that
an informattonal narrative
follows a cert ain sequence,
such as a na rr ative.
flME NEEDED: 20 minut es
SUBJEC T: Witing/So

c ial Stud ies

UNIT: Human Environment
Intera c tion - Day 8

MIITERIALS NEEDED

•
•
•

Bulle tin Board with
family job information.
Settler Journal
Guided Worksheets

TEACHER RESOUR CES

•

Guided Worksheet

USINGWRITING TO EXPLOREHUMAN ENVIRONMENTINTERACTIONS

4.

what resources a dog may affect. Continue on throughout the journal
entry getting input from the class when appropriate .
Let the students write their own papers . Tell them it is okay to
discuss with other students about ideas, or even sending someone
from their family to talk to another family about ideas to solve the
problem, just like in real life. Writing time doesn't have to be silent writers sometimes need to talk to get some, good ideas .

Close : Let students share their family's ideas for taking care of the dog to the
rest of the class if they want to .

Assessment
Students are assessed as they perform their jobs . They are evaluated on their
communication skills, and through this activity the teacher can determine if
there needs to be a supplemental lesson on classroom communication.
Also ,
students will be evaluated on their understanding
of sequence in an
informational narrative by assessing if they fo]101,Vthe set pattern in their
writing . These assessments can be taken informally through observation .

Integrations
Th.is lesson incorporates speaking and listening standards
standards to make it successful.

as well as writing

Accommodations
Th.is space is provided for educators
specific classroom environment.

to write in accommodations

that fit their

Teacher Resources
The bulletin board should show the family jobs on it as well as having
a place fur the day in the journal the students should be on and the
problem of the day. The day and problem should be able to be
changed out daily. Also , it may be a good idea to have a clothespin or
other marker labeled "Pa , Ma , etc) on the job responsibilities that can
be changes as the days go on.
The guided family meeting worksheet is shown below. R!rhaps having
these in an envelope on the bulletin board so the students could go get
them when needed would be good.

ADDITIONAL NOTES
OR HELPS - FOR
EDU CA TOR USE
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Family Meeting Sheet
Our Problem

What area does it affect?

What resources

does it affect?

What is our solution?

Why our plan will work

USINGWRITING TO EXPLOREHUMAN ENVIRONMENTINTERACTIONS

Objectives
•

Compare and contrast the views of the settlers with the Shoshone
People that were in the Cache Valley area.
Understand the possible problems that may arise when settlers come
into a new area and try and claim land from the Native People that
were already there.
Use capitalization properly throughout their writing.

•

•

Standards

Addressed

Social Studies: 2.le, 2.3d
Writing: 3.W.3b, 3.W.10, 3.L.2

Vocabulary
Native American: Originating or naturally

living in a particular

location.

3 rd Grade

Prior Know ledge
•

Students should be able to have proper assembly/ guest speaker
etiquette developed before meeting with the guest speaker.

Pedagogy
Beforehand: Arrange with another teacher (perhaps a 4th grade class that is
also learning about Native American/ Settler interaction) and plan that the
students will have taken over your students' deslcs when you come back from
the guest speaker. When asking the guest speaker to talk, have them focus on
the beliefs of the Shoshone People in regard to land, and how they moved
around from place to place following game.
Launch: Guest Speaker about the Shoshone people (in another part of the
school such as the library so the other class can get set up in your classroom).
Explore:
l.

2.
3.
4.
5.

6.

The
Shoshone
People

When the students

come back from the presentation, have the older students
in their desk like they have 'taken over the classr oom." Let your students be
confused and question why they are in their desk using their stuff for about
30 seconds . Bring both classes to th e rug. Talk with them about how this is
very much like how the Native Americans felt when settlers were coming and
"claiming' their land . The Native Americans didn't really have claims on land
and they thought that the settlers were greedy for wanting to own the land
and th e animals on it. Tell about th e settler's point of view: how only the
really rich people owned land in Eur ope and ba ck East. They were so excited
to own land and make their own living rather than having to buy everything
off th e street. If needed, one tea cher can talk about the Native People, and
the other can talk about the settlers .
Give the students some time for an open discussi on about their feelings on
the differences of the two peoples.
Once the other class leaves, have the students get into their family groups .
The teacher will give a short mini lesson on capitalizat ion before the students
start writing in their journals .
Put a peppermint candy on each child's desk. As you are doing this, make
sure that they are informed that they can eat the candy AFTER the lesson.
Ask the students if they know how to spell mints (by raise of hands) . Call on
a student to spell it for you, and write it in big letters across the top of the
poster . Make sure you leave enough room on the bottom of the poster that
MINTS can be spelled as an acronym down the side as well .
Tell the students that today we are going to learn when we need to capitalize
the words we are using in our informational narrative writing. All they need
to do is remember MINTS. Explain that MINTS is an acronym, or a word
where every letter in the word MINTS stands for the first letter in another
word . Acronyms help us remember information a little easier and we are
going to remember the acronym MINTS to help us remember when to
capitalize our information.

40

DESCRIPTION OF LESSON PLAN

Students have the
opportu n ity to meet a guest
speaker that is a Shoshone
Native American. Afterwards,
they will e:is.-pe
rience what 1t
may have been like to have
someone come and take over
th eir land. They wri te about
th eir thoughts as if they were
a se ttl er in t hat situa tion.
111eywill have a m in i less ,:,n
about prope,r capitalization.
TIME NEEDED : 30 minute s in clasis +
15 -2> minute guest speaker (total 4 550 minut e s)
SUBJECT:

Witiog/So

c ial Studi es

UNIT: Human Environment
Jnteractio:o - Day 9
MI\TERlALS NEEDED

•
•

Se,ttler Journals
Se ttler Bullet 111B:,ard

TEACHER RESOURCES

•
•
•

Shoshone Guest speaker
Grading Ru bnc
Informat ion on the
Shosho ne People at
htti;>://historytogo .utah .g
ov/utah chapters/americ
an indians/shoshoneofn
orthernutah .html and
htt 12://www.nwbshoshon
e-

nsn .gov/culture/history/
index .htm
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7.

Ask how many letters in the word MINTS? There are 5,just like your 5
fingers . When you are d one learning this capitalization trick you can use your
five fingers to high-five your neighbor AND eat your mint.
8 . Here is the capitalizati on trick:
M= Months
I = Proper "I"
N = Names of thin gs (people, places)
T= Titles
S= Starts of sentences
9. Review the concept with students by writing examples on the board , and leave
things un -capitalized like in DOL. Call on rand om kids to help you fix the
sentence using sticks . Talk specifically about the need to capitalized Shoshone
People or Native American .
10 . Next, the students will follow the procedure for journal writing (see lesson 7).
Today's problem is : The Northwestern Shoshone People already live in Cache
Valley and use it for Summer and Winter Camps . They have a very different
view of the land than we d o. How can we still respect the land and their rights
while building our farms and cities?
11. Give students about 15 minutes to complete their journal entry . Make sure to
give support as needed. If the students are having a difficult time doing it on
their own, stop the wh ole class and do it all together, like in previ ous lessons .
Close: Have the students check each other's papers for proper capitalization . Once it has
been checked, have them make changes and wait for the next activity .

Assessment
The close acti.vify is the assessment.
Also, the teacher needs to be walking
around and observing the class, checking for capitalization. The social studies
assessm.ent is also done through informal assessment.
The teacher needs to
be listening to the students as they talk about the interactions between the
Shoshone People and the settlers. Underst.ancling can be assessed using the
Rubric listed below under Teacher Resources.

Integrations
Th.is lesson focuses on the interactions and differences between the Native
Americans and the settlers . Also, it teaches about proper capitalization.

Accommodations
Th.is space is provided for educators
specific classroom. envirOllIIlent.

to write in accomm.odations

that fit their

Teacher Resources
0-Absent
1- Saw no differences between the Native Americans and settlers
ideals.
2- Understand that the settlers and Native Americans did not "like"
each other
3 - Understand that the Native Americans and settlers had different
beliefu about the land, religion and needs of a society.
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Objectives
•

Understand
forest fires ,
settlements.
Use correct
exclamation

•

Standards

the way that human environment interaction causes
as well as the effects of natural forest fires on human
punctuation
point.)

when writing (period , question mark,

Addressed

Fire on the
Mountain

Social Studies: 2 .ld
Writing: 3 .W.3b, 3.W.10, 3.L.2
Speaking and Listening: 3.SL.lb

3 rd Grade

Vocabulary
Sentence Ending Ptmctuation: the marks such as a period , exclamation
or question mark that are used to separate sentences .

point

Prior Know ledge
•

Students should be becoming more proficient in conducting the family
group discussion time independently.

Pedagogy

Explore :

1. Talk with the students about the pot ential for forest fires near
community homes. Toll th em that one of the issues with fires
is that peoples houses and normal forest growth come into
contact with each other. 'Th.is happened a lot for the settlers .
Ask them what type of ecosystems might be prone to fires?
(Student answers may include: forest, grassland , desert , etc.)

3.

Stude nts will exp lore wha t
items are haza rdous in
rela tion to fires in .the p resent
day and apply th e!r
know ledge to the ir written
represe n ta tions of the past.
TIME NEEDED : 40 minute s in c law
(add 120 minute s if you ar~ wat c hing
th e NOVA Fire W>rs film - option al )

Launch: Begin the lesson with a short mini lesson (3-5 minutes) on sentence
ending punctuation.
Ask students what end punctuation is (see Vocabulary ,
shown above) as well as what it is used for. Have three students come up to
the front of the class and have each one write dawn one type of ending
punctuation (period, exclamation point, question mark.) . Next to the
punctuation, write when they are used (either the teacher can just tell the
class , or they can ask the class to see what they already know) .
. : statement
?: question
!: excited about the statement
Next write these three sentences on the board , without the ending
punctuation:
I really like to make campfires
Have you ever roasted a marshmallow
I can 't wait to make a campfire tomorrow
Afteiwards , talk about which punctuation should be used on each sentence . If
needed , add more sentences for more practice.

2.

DESCRIPTION OF LESSON PLAN

Organize the students into groups based on their job in the family
(the entire Pa 's together, the entire Ma's together , etc.). In these
groups they will be completing the worksheet from NOVA "Where
Growth Meets Growth ."
After the worksheet has been passed out, have the students look at it
with the teacher. The teacher should explain that the students are
going to be looking at the house shown on the worksheet. On the
front, they will circle the things that make fire a risk for the house .
Point out the debris under the dog house as one risk, and the
overhanging branches on the roof as another . Tell the students that
there are a total of 15 risks. They need to number the risks so they

4?

SUBJECT : Witing/Social

Studi es

UNIT: Hum.rn Enviroument
Int erac tion - Day 10
Adapt ed from
http : /www.pbs.org/wgbh nova/educot

t

t

10n/!!C\NJ\ies/
2908 fire,html

MATERIALS NEEDED

•
•
•

Set tler ,Journals
Settler Bulletin Board
''Where Growth Meets
Grow th" student handout

TE ACHER RESOUR CES

•
•
•

Fire Wars Video : optional
NOVA Fire Wars page for
PDF work."lh eet as well as
answer key
NOVA teacher reference
page if needed for
additional he lps
http ://www .pbs .org/wgb
h/nova/educatjon/activit
ies/2908 fire .html
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can write on the back of their handout what they could do to remove
the danger from the house next to the risk number .
4 . After about 10- 15 minutes the class should be brought back together
for a short discussion on what they found . Ask the students what
tirings the settlers may have encountered that would have presented
fire hazards (barns , stacked wood , etc .).
5. Have the students move into their family groups . They will follOW'the
procedures for writing in their Settler Journals. Remind them to be
paying attention to capital letters like they talked about in the
previous day 's lesson as well as correct punctuation like they talked
about in the mini lesson today . Today's problem is : It is a dry year in
Cache Valley . During a dry lightning stonn , fire strikes on the we stem
mountains near Maughan 'sfort. It starts aforestfire that is spreading
eastward quickly.
Close : Have each family group share their solution to the rest of the class if
ti.me allOW's, then have the students write their favorite sentence from their
journal on a scrap piece of paper, leaving out the ending punctuation . Take
this piece of paper to another classmate and have the other classmate write in
the punctuation . They will then make sure it checks right with the journal,
make any changes that need to be made and then put away their journals .
The scrap piece of paper will be turned into the teacher.

Assessment
The close activity is the assessment.
Also, the teacher needs to be walking
around and obseIVing the class , checking for correct punctuation throughout
the worksheet and journal writing activities. The social studies assessment is
done through the worksheet "Where Growth Meets Growth. " These worksheets
will be turned into th J teacher to be graded . The students need to have found
at least 80"/4 {l 2 / 15) of the hazards . Also , during the discussion the teacher
should be listening for comprehension of the topic of fire hazards and the
dangers that com.e when humans and environment interact .

Integrations
This lesson focuses on the intera ctions between the settlers and the natural
environment. Through writing , students are able to explore solutions to the
problem of forest fire near a settler communify . They also hone the skill of
using sentence ending punctuation in their writing .

Accommodations
This space is provided for educators
specific classroom. environment.

to write in accommodations

that fit their

Teacher Resources
Th e NOVA Fire Wars video is availabl e on amazon .com for $10 .49 . Th e link is
http : //www .arrnzon.com/NOVA-Fire-Wars-StacyKeach /dp/B0007GP7 AU /ref=sr 1 l?ie=UTF8&qid=l364934805&sr=81&keywords=nova +fire+wars.
Th e "Wher e Gr owth Mee ts Growth " worksh ee t can be found at
http : //www.pbs.org/wgbh /nova/education /activities/2908
fire.html. Click on the PDF
link under MATERIALS for each team . The answer key can be found on th e same pa ge
by s crolling down to ACTMTY ANSWER.

ADDITIONAL NOTES
OR HELPS - FOR
EDUCATOR USE

USINGWRITING TO EXPLOREHUMAN ENVIRONMENTINTERACTIONS

Objectives
•
•

Understand how soil drying out from a drought affects the tree roots,
as well as house foundations .
Use dictionaries to check they are using words appropriately and also
that they have the correct spelling.

Standards

Addressed

Drought for
the Roots
3 rd Grade

Social Studies: 1.2d ,
Writing: 3.W.3b , 3.W . 10 , 3.L.2g
Speaking and Listening: 3.SL.lb

DES CRIPTION OF LESSON PLAN

Foundation : The lowest load-bearing part of a building , typically below ground
level.
Dictionary : A book that lists the words of a language in alphabetical order and
gives their meaning

Students will watch a video of
roots cracking founda tions
during a drought in the
Midwes t. They apply the
know ledge abou t present day
drought problems to the past
to un de rs tand how settlers
may have solved the problem
of shi fting foundations.

Prior Know ledge

SUBJECT : Witing/So

Vocabulary

•

Students should be becoming more proficient in conducting
group discussion time independently .

TIME NEEDED : 20 minutes

the family

Pedagogy
Launch: Begin the lesson with a discussion on what a dictionary is/what it is
used for (some students may know this information where others don 't know) .
Have each child get a dictionary , if available , and if there is not a class set,
allow students to share. Tell the students that sometimes in our writing , we
aren't sure how to spell a word, so a good place to look before you ask the
teacher is a dictionary. Have the students open up and skim through the
dictionary. Have them tell you some of the things they notice about how the
book is set up (alphabetical, has definitions , pronunciations , etc .) Make sure
to talk about how you find a word by looking for the first letter in the word ,
then the next letter , still in the first letter section , then the next letter, etc .
Show them that the dot between the words marks the syllable ; show the
definition after the word. Tell them that some words have more than one
definition and so they may have to read all the definitions before they get the
one they need Also , if time permits , you can show them dictionary .com and
how to type in a word they don 't know the definition to .
Explore :

1 . Tull the students that they are now ready to b egin leruning
about today 's problem. To start off with, they are going to be
watching a movie about droughts. As they watch the movie ,
they need to write down any words they don't lmow in the
movie and they will have the chance to look them up in the
dictionary after the video. They have to write down at least 2
words (for some of the kids with gifts and talents maybe have
them find synonyms for some of the words or clarify their
definitions). Watch the news about cracking foundations in
the Midwest at www. kshb .com/dpp/n ews/ extr em e -dr ought shifting -hom e -foundations .
2. Talk with the students about what they learned from the
video/any questions they may have. Ask them if they think
that may have happened to the settlers of Cache Valley. Let
them get in their family groups at this point. Before they can

cial Stud ies

UNIT: Human Environ men t
Inter ac tion - Day 11

MAfERIALS NEEDED

•
•

Sett ler Journals
Settler Bulletin Board

TEAC HER RESOURCES

•

•

Video of cracbng
foundations at
www.ks h b.com/d p p/new
s / extr eme-d rought shifting -home foundati ons .
Access to dict1c,nary .cc,m
(optional)
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go and get the problem off the bulletin board , they need to find
the definitions for the words they were unsure of and write
them down. Also , remind them in their writing , they need to
be sure to look up how to spell a word if they are unsure.
3. The problem for today is: The soil has dried out from the
drought that is going on in the Valley . The house foundations
seem to be shifting. What do you think is going on? Students
will follow the procedures for writing in their family groups .
This should be becoming easier for the students to self direct.
Close : Students will present their solutions t.o the class . The class will talk
about the pros/ cons of each solution (in a positive way). After the discussion ,
the students will have a chance t.o go back and modify their solutions or add in
information t.o their writing .

Assessment
The close activity is one assessment.
Through the group discussion at the
the teacher will be able t.o assess if the students understand the problem .
solution , at this point is not as important as the problem that has occurred
a result of the human interaction with the environment.
Student responses
need t.o show that they understand that the drought has caused tree roots
take in the water in the soil, thus drying it out and causing the foundation
houses t.o shift due t.o the soil settling. To assess the dictionary usage, the
unknown word definitions will be turned int.o the teacher .

end ,
The
as
t.o
of

In tegra tio ns
'Ibis lesson focuses on
environment.
Through
to one of the problems
dictionaries t.o find the
an spelling errors .

the interactions between the settlers and the natural
writing , students are able t.o explore possible solutions
that accompanies drought. Also , they are able t.o use
definitions of unknown/ unclarifi.ed words as well as fix

Accommodations
This space is provided for educat.ors t.o write in a cc ommodations
specific classroom environment.

Teacher

Resources

Link to http ://di ctionary. re feren ce .com/

4S

that fit their

ADDITIONAL NOTES
OR HELPS - FOR
EDUCATOR USE

USINGWRITING TO EXPLOREHUMAN ENVIRONMENTINTERACTIONS

Objectives
•

Understand how deer population increase has an effect on plant
growth .
Understand what to include in a concluding statement on an
informational narrative paper .

•

Standards

Addressed

3 rd Grade

Social Studies:
1.2d, 2.ld,
Science: 2.2b
Math: 3.MD.B.3

DESCRIPTION OF LESSON PLAN

Students will use a Gizmo by
Explore Learning to
under stand how deer
population may a ffect the
environment. They will th en
write in their Journals about
the effec ts that overpopulation
of deer have on p lant growth

Writing: 3.W.2d, 3.W.3d, 3.W.10
Speaking and Listening: 3.SL.lb

Vocabulary
Population: A group of the same animals living in a certain area

Prior Knowledge
•

Students should be becoming more proficient in conducting
group discussion ti.me independently .
Students having a chance to work with Gizmos prior to this
would be helpful to control the novelty of the exercise. 'Ibis
most likely aid in better classroom management, but this is
suggestion.

•

Too Many
Deer

TIME NEEDED: 45 minutes

the family
lesson
would
just a

SUBJECT:

Witing/Math/Science/Social

Studies

UNIT: Hum.an Environment
InteractiDD - Day 12
v.RITIID SECTION ADAPTED FROM
http :/ / tessonptansp
ege,com/lakinesthe

tica:,pcoachtowritinges;ayconctusiJns.58
· html

Pedagogy
Launch: Let students explore the Forest Ecosystem Gizmo (for the teacher, in
the search bar type : forest ecosystem. On the Explore Learning website you
can set up classes/ class lists with student passwords if desired. 'Ibis would
allow you to set up specific gizmos the students could access and limit them a
bit when on the site. Also, it would be best if you could go and do this at a
computer lab). Before you give them the assignment, let them play around
with the gizmo for 2 -3 minut.es just to get a feel for it.
Explore:
l.

Students will complete the Deer Gizmo's Worksheet. As the complete
the worksheet, they will manipulate the deer population to see the
effect on vegetation over a period of ti.me. As they manipulate the
population they will see and record the effects.
2 . Afterwards talk about what correlations the students saw in the deer
population and plant population levels as they both changed . Point
out Cache Valley settlers sometimes had years where there were lots
of deer around. Because the deer ate so much, there wasn 't very
much vegetation on the mountain or in their fields.
3 . Organize the students into their family groups . However , before they
start writing, do a short mini lesson on concluding statements in
writing. Tell the students that a good conclusion statement has 4
parts. The first part is touching back on the main idea or the
problem in your informational narrative. Put an action to this by
touching your back. Have the students practice the action with you .
The next part is "look to the future." They need to tell how the
problem will be solved. The action for this is placing a hand on the
forehead like an explorer . Next you tell "the heart of the matter."
Why should the reader care about this? The action for this is a hand
on the heart. Last, you end with a ~er
." You give some sort of
"'WOW"statement. The action for this is miming pulling a slingshot
back. Do the actions through as a class a few ti.mes , perhaps doing a

GIZM'.l ADAPTED FR:JM
Forest Ecosystem Gizmo at
explorelearning.com
.

http://www.expk>releaming.
com/indec,
cfm?met.:hod
•cResource.dspDdail&Reso
urceID-639&ClassID~2268354
MATERIALS NEEDED

•
•
•
•

Sett ler Journals
Settler Bu llet111Board
Deer Gizmo Worksheet
ComputEor

TEACHER RESOURCES

•
•

Access to Exp lore
Learning Gizmos at
explore learnmg.com
Computer Lab Access
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ADDITIONAL NOTES
OR HELPS - FOR
EDU CA TOR USE

race. Next model hOW'to write the conclusion using the problem for
today : It has been a good yew- for the deer on both the western and

eastern Cache valley mountains. There is a huge problem with deer
coming down and eating your crops. How is this affecting your lives?
4 . Briefly fill out a journal entry. When you come dOW'nto the part that
says: To solve the problem we will .. . tell the students that this is the

5.

part where they write the conclusion . Ask them what the first thing ,
second third and last thing they need to write about in their
conclusion (look back, look forward, heart, zinger) . Have them do the
actions ~ they tell you the different parts .
Let the family groups spend some time figuring out the problem and
writing . Let them write their conclusion together as a family .

Close : Before they write their conclusion in their actual journals, have them
write it on a scratch piece of paper or another paper . Once it is on the scratch
piece of paper, take it to another family and that family will check to make sure
all the parts are there . It may be easier to underline the different parts with
different colors to keep it straight. Once it has been checked by another
family, the family can bring it to the teacher and they can check it off before
they write the final copy in their journal.

Assessment
To check that students have a beginning understanding
of conclusion
statements, the teacher will follOW'the rubric below under Teacher Resources .
To assess whether or not students understand that the deer population has
adverse effects on vegetation, the teacher should use informal assessment
when facilitating the student discussion after the Gizmo . Students should
know that as the deer population goes up , the plant population goes dOW'n.

Integrations
This lesson focuses on the interactions between the settlers
enviromnent.
Through writing , graph reading and science ,
understand the changes that come to the environment and
animal population increases . The idea of writing concluding
enhances the overall information narrative writing .

and the natural
students are able to
humans as an
sentences

Accommodations
This space is provided for educators
specific classroom environment.

to write in accommodations

that fit their

Teacher Resources
The Explore Learning website has a free 30 day trial that is available to
educators that wish to do this activity . To access the free trial, go to :
http :/ /www .explorelearning .com/index. cfm ?method=Controller .dspTrialPromo
This will allow you access to this Forest Ecosystem Gizmo, as well as many
others .
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Below is the worksheet for the Gizmo.

Name:

----------------

Date:

----------

Student Exploration: Forest Ecosystem
Prior Knowledge Questions (Do these BEFORE using the Gizmo .)

1. V\hlen a rancher puts cattle in a pasture, what happens to the amount of grass in it?

2. If someone adds millions of small fish to a lake, how would the number of big fish change?

Gizmo Warm-up

The Forest Ecosystem Gizmo™ shows you the effects of
adding organisms to, or taking them from , a forest. An
organism is any living thing. To start, do the following :
•

Press Reset on the Gizmo.

•

Oick Advance year a couple times to see two
years of growth .

•

Add extra deer from the forest by dicking the plus
(+) button at least 10 times.

•

Oick Advance year a couple more times .

•

1. Select the Data tab. Be sure the Pictograph is showing the size of the deer population and
the tree population for the past several years. (If it is not, dick on the deer and the tree)
How did adding deer affect the tree population . V\hly do you think this happened?

2. Under Choose organism, select the Mushroom . How did adding deer affect the mushroom
population? Explain why this occurred .

USINGWRITING TO EXPLOREHUMAN ENVIRONMENTINTERACTIONS

1. Analyze : Click the Forest tab. Oick the plus (+)button for mushrooms several times . Click
Advance year a few times. Select the Data tab. How did adding mushrooms affect deer?

2. Reset the Gizmo . Add deer like you did at the very beginning of the Gizmo exercise . What
happens to the deer population if you allow hunting to take place? How might this be good for
the vegetation?
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Objectives
•
•

Understand how rocky soil affects plant grOW'th and leaxn what
settlers did when their planting soil was rocky.
Begin to understand and practice the story layout of an informational
narrative.

Standards

Addressed

Social Studies: 1.2d, 1.3a, 2.ld
Writing: 3.W.2a, 3.W.3a, 3.W.10
Speaking and Listening: 3 .SL.lb

Rocky Soil

Vocabulary

3 rd Grade

Population : A group of the same animals living in a certain area.
DESCRIPTION OF LESSON PLAN

Prior Knowledge
•

Students should be becomin.g more proficient in conducting
group discussion time independently .

the family

Pedagogy
Beforehand: Two weeks before this lesson, plant equal amounts of seed (any
fast grOW'ing seed) in 3 separate cups. Label them numbers 1, 2 and 3. In #1,
plant sees in potting soil. In lf2 plant with potting soil IWXed with various
sizes of rocks . In #13plant with no soil and only various s:ized ofrocks.
Launch: Ask the students what they think will happen to a plant if it has been
planted in rocky soil Have them turn to their neighbor and tell them what
they think .
Explore :
1. Have students move into family groups . Each family group will be
given a 9x13 pan or box roughly the same s:ize fi.lled with soil and
various s:izes of rocks (at least 10 - 12 rocks in a pan , with at least 4
bigger than a tennis ball) . They will also receive a tongue depressor .
The students will be engaged in an activity that explores hOW'settlers
plOW'ed their fields and why it was so important for them to move
rocks out of the field . The goal of each family group is to plow 12
lines for planting crops . The lines have to be straight and
continuous and of equal depth . For every line they plow straight,
each member of the family gets one minute of extra recess . THEY
CANNOT MOVE THE ROCKS AROUND . Also, make sure that
everyone gets a turn to "plow " the field The plowing is done by
dragging the curved end of the tongue depressor along through the
soil to create a furrOW'.
2. While most of the class is engaging in this activity , the teacher will
call back one family at a time to look at the plants that have been
growing for two weeks . Each family member will say aloud one thing
they notice about the plants aloud.
3 . Once everyone has had a turn to look at the plants transition into a
mini writing lesson. Have everyone turn to Day 12 their settler
journals . It is just lines; there is no layout or anything for the
students to go off of . Explain that they have been really working
hard the past few weeks learning hOW'to write an informational
narrative and they didn't even know itl The "worksheet" they had
been filling out outlines exactly what to do when writing an
informational narrative . First, state the problem and tell what is
affected in the story by the problem. Show why these things are
affected by using facts to support the ideas . The facts can come after

Stu de n ts will see the effects of
rocky soil on plant growth.
Also, they will u se a
simulation to "plow a field''
th a t has rocky soi l. Th ey will
learn abou t
TIME NEEDED: 40 minut es
SUBJECT : Witing/Social

Stud ies

UNIT: Human Environment
Interaction - Day 13
MATERIALS NEEDED

•
•
•

Se tt ler Journals
Sett ler Bulletin Board
Tongue dep ressor and
9x13 pans filled with soil
and rocks of various sizes
for each fami ly group.

TEACHER RESOURCES

•
•

Plant pots # 1, #2, and
#3.
Informational Narrative
Poster
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writing about all the things that are affected or they can come in the
middle of the things that are affected. Then, tell how you plan on
solving the problem and write a conclusion. As they are writing the:ir
informational narrative journal entry today, they can still follow the
same basic pattern, just they will write it out in paragraph form.
Take the deer journal entry that was done the previous day . Model
for the students how to take the information off of that sheet and
write it in paragraph form . Tell students that for fue next couple days
copies of the outline will be available for them to write a rough draft
on before they write the real thing in their journals.
4 . Students will now go and get the problem from the bulletin board and
complete the discussion as well as personal writing in the:ir settler
journals . Today's problem is : It is time to plow the field.for spring
planting . You cwt already tell there are a lot of rocks in it. Are you
going to remove the rocks? How? What will happen if you don'n
Close: After they have filled out the:ir rough draft outline, have them check with
a peer to make sure that it all looks good before writing. Remind students
about how to write a conclusion as well as good capitalization, punctuation
and dictionary usage (for spellm.g). Have students share the:ir findings with the
class if ti.me allows.

Assessment

Students should follow the outline of a' informational narrative story as they
are writing their journal entries. In the:ir final draft, students need to include
the entire sequence of m.troducm.g furough to solving the problem and stating a
conclusion . Under teacher resources is a rubric that should be used as a
guide for evaluation
Also , the writing should be evaluated for content.
Students should show in their writing they understand that rocks needed to be
removed for successful crop planting .

Integrations
This lesson focuses on the interactions between the settlers and the natural
environment. Through writing , they are able to solidify the concept that rocky
soil doesn't allow settlers to produce the crops fuey need for survival.

Accommodations
This space is provided for educators
specific classroom environment.

to write in accommodations

that fit the:ir

Teacher Resources
Ru.bric:
0 - Absent
1 - A few sentences written, none of which have anything to do with rocky soil.
2 - Information is given on problem, facts supporting why it is a problem and a
solution/ conclusion, but not in order . The student mentions rocks, but not
that rocks are bad for producing healthy plants.
3 - Students follow the outline for a successful informational narrative . All
components are included and logically organized . The student clearly shows
that rocks need to be removed from fields before successful planting can take
place.
Below is a poster sample that could be used when teaching about the layout of
informational narratives.

ADDITIONAL NOTES
OR HELPS - FOR
EDUCATOR USE
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I CAN WRITE ... an informational narrative.
1. First I write my introduction. ;
(For now, tape up an insert that says: "I tell
my readers what my problem is.• Leave
some space between 1 and 2 to fill in at the
next lesson.)
2. Second I write what is affected and support
why it is affected with a true fact.
3. Third, I write the second effect of the problem
and support it with · a true fact also.
4. Fourth, I write the last thing that is affected
and then write my fact that shows why it is
affected.
5. Next I write how I am going to solve the
problem.
6. Lastly, I write my conclusion which:
• LookBack
• Look Forward
• Go to the Heart of the Matter
• End with a Zinger

USINGWRITING TO EXPLOREHUMAN ENVIRONMENTINTERACTIONS

Objectives
•

Be introduced to various types of erosion, focusing on creeps (as
related to Geology.) Apply this understanding
to the past to determine
why certain natural phenomena are happening in the "settler's life."
Experience writing an introduction to an informational narrative.

•

Standards

Addressed

Social Studies: 1.2d, 2. ld
Writing: 3.W.2a, 3.W.3a, 3.W.10
Speaking and Listening: 3.SL.lb

Jeepers
Creepers

Vocabulary

3 rd Grade

Erosion: Land is gradually worn away by natural
water or rain.

occurrences

such as wind,

Prior Know ledge
•

Students should be becoming more proficient in conducting the family
group discussion time independently.
Students should have completed the lesson about the layout of
informational narrative writing.

•

Pedagogy
Launch: Show the student some pictures of various types of erosion (rock falls,
creeps, landslides, etc.). Have them guess how the destruction happened.
Was it a giant, monster or was it something natural?
Explore :
1.

2.

3.

4.

Give each student the included worksheet about erosion . They will complete
this worksheet as they explore www .kidsgeo .com/g eo logy-for-kids . This
website introduces different components of Geology to young students. Here
they will learn about 4 different types of erosion (rock falls, landslides, flows
and creeps). When you get to the website students should click on : Cha pter
4 - Aa iatro to erosioa. Students should explore the tabs listed below .
Explore the tabs : Rockfalis, landslides , flows and creeps (they are towards the
bottom of the list) . If they want to work in partners during this time to double
check each other's work that would be appropriate . As they are looking
through the website, make sure they are filling out the worksheet
When students come back to class they will have a short mini lesson on
writing introductions in their informational narratives before they begin
writing in their journals . Ask students what makes a good introduction in an
informational narrative? Pass the markers around and have them all take
turns corning up to write their ideas on the board . After all the ideas have
been written, go through each of the ideas as a class . Decide whether the
idea is valid or not .
After all the ideas have been evaluated, tell the students that all the ideas
really could be summed up int o two things that need to happen . 1. You need
to get the reader's attention . 2. You need to state the problem . The students
already know how to state the problem; they have been practicing that for a
long time. Ask them what some ideas are that they could use to get the
reader's attention . The list on the board should look something like this :
•
Definition: define a word related to the problem.
•
Ask a question: make sure you answer it in the body!
•
Compare: Relate a familiar topic to your unfamiliar one.
•
Shocker: Create a surprise
•
Anecdote: a one sentence funny story
•
An expert opinion : (Pa says that the .. .)
Give each child a card with a problem on it. They have to create an
introduction as if they were going to be writing an informational narrative on
that topic . Give the students 2-3 minutes to think about what they would
say/write it down if needed. Then they have to tell their introduction to the
person sitting across, next to, behind them, etc. Let students share their

DESCRIPTIO N OF LESSO N PLAN

Stu dents will be int roduced to
th e bas ics of eros ion types.
Th ey will be focusi ng on
creeps. They will learn how to
wr ite an in t roductio n to an
infor mational narra tive.
TIME NEEDED: 45 minutes (this
include s transition time tXJand from
the computer lab).
SUBJECT : W itiog/Sooial

Stud ie~

UNIT: Human Environment
Inter ac tion - Day 14
MATERIALS NEEDED

•
•
•
•

Settler Journals
Settler Bulletin Boa.rd
Computer access for
class
Erosion Worksheet

TEACHER RESOURCES

•
•
•

Pict u res of different types
of eros10n
Erosion Worv.she€'1:
Problem Ideas (for writing
mini lesson)

USINGWRITING TO EXPLOREHUMAN ENVIRONMENTINTERACTIONS

5.

introductions to the rest of the class. If there is a misunderstanding, this will
be a great opportunity to ha ve it addressed.
Students can now meet in family groups to discover what the day's problem is .
Remind them that they can use th e worksheet they comp leted previously and
if they need lo, they can get a writing outlin e to help them organize their
writing . Also remind them to focus on makin g their introductions and
conclusions strong-writing
a quick rough draft on a separ ate pi ece of paper
is suggested. Refer students to the I CAN WRITE .. . an informational
narrative poster (add on the information from today's lesson) . Today's problem
is : You notice that your fences are leaning on the pasture ru11.What is
happening and what should you do?

Close: Have students check each othe r's introductions . Have students give each other
stars for how well it is written.
1 star = Where is it?
2 stars = It didn't catch my attention.
3 starts= WOW! Great work!
After the stud en ts have given their peer a 'star' th ey need to help that peer fix their
mistakes or make their writing better.

Assessment
The close activity shows the teacher if students can recogruze a good
introduction and if they know how to writ.e a good introduction.
If a student
gives a peer a low star rating, but the peer's paper is attention catching, then
the teacher knows that either the student is being critical of their classmates
or he/ she doesn't understand the components of an introduction.
To show if
the students understand the social studies concept, the teacher will evaluate
the worksheet
To be proficient, the student needs to have 80% right (5/6).
Also in their work they need to show understanding
that the fence is moving
because of a creep. See rubric in Teacher Resources for rating scale.

Integrations
This lesson focuses on the interactions between the settlers and the natural
environment.
Through writing, they are able to solidify the concept that
erosion affects settlers when they build too close to a unstable land mass.

Accommodations
This space is provided for educators
specific classroom environment

Teacher

to write in accommodations

that fit their

Resources

Rubric:
0-Absent
1 -A few sentences written, none of which have anything to do with erosion.
2 - Student mentions erosion, but n ot the specific probl em They state the problem, but
have no other introducti on .
3- Student tells the reader that their fence is specfically being moved by a creep. They
write an interesting introduction that includes an attention getter and the problem

114

ADDITIONAL NOTES
OR HELPS - FOR
EDU CA TOR USE
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EROSION WORKSHEET
1. Go to www.kidsgeo.com/geology-for-kids
2. Find Chapter 4 - An Introduction to Erosionon the sidebar and click on it.
3. Find RockFalls on the sidebar and click on it.

4. In what ways are rocks loosened?

5. A pile of rocks usually forms at the bottom of the mountain when it has fallen.
What is this pile called?

6. Find Landslideson the sidebar and click on it .
7. How many miles an hour could a slide go down the mountain?

8. Find Flowson the sidebar and click on it .
9. Flows usually involve great amounts of ___________

_

10. Find Creeps on the sidebar and click on it.
11. What is the slowest type of mass wasting?

12. Creeps happen when the side of a hill or mountain moves downward under the
weight of ________

_

USINGWRITING TO EXPLOREHUMAN ENVIRONMENTINTERACTIONS

PROBLEM CARDS FOR PRACTICING
INTRODUCTION WRITING

The potatoes

are green.

I don't have a big enough quilt.
My horse is too short.
I ate the last egg.
My hair is too curly.
We are out of flour.
My tongue is stuck to the fence-post.
I was sick on my birthday.
I lost my left shoe.
I stepped

on my cat's tail.

I fed the ducks the wrong food.
I forgot to milk the cow.
The wheel fell off the wagon.
Mom's flowers died.
I tore a page in my book.
I ate moldy cheese.
The sunflowers

are too tall to reach.

USINGWRITING TO EXPLOREHUMAN ENVIRONMENTINTERACTIONS

The river washed away my hut.
The mule ate my hat.
The goat stepped on my foot.
Mom made liver for dinner and I don't like it.
My pants are too short.
I stubbed

my toe.

I lost my ring.
I forgot my homework.
I left the pasture

gate open.

The dog stole my socks.
I tripped on a goose.
The cellar door won't open.
I fell off the hay wagon.

USINGWRITING TO EXPLOREHUMAN ENVIRONMENTINTERACTIONS

Objectives
•

Define what a predator is and why it is a dangerous thing to have
around livestock then brainstorm ideas about ways that livestock can
be protected around predators.
Use linking words and phrases to signify event order in an
informational narrative.

•

Standards

Addressed

Social Studies: 1.2d, 2.ld
Writing: 3.W.2c, 3.W.3c, 3.W.10
Speaking and Listening: 3.SL.lb

Vocabulary
Predator: An animal that naturally eats other animals to swvive .
Linking
Phrase:
Joins two or more parts of a story together.

Mountain
Lions

Prior Knowledge

3 rd Grade

•

Students should be becoming more proficient in conducting the family
group discussion time independently.
Students should have completecl. the lesson about the layout of
informational narrative writing.

•

Pedagogy
Launch: Show the students the video of a mountain lion attack at
https ://www .youtube .com/watch?"\FghtMq1AjFl8 . After the video students
can vote on whether or not they think the attack was from a mountain lion or
adog.

DESCRJPrJON OF LESSON PLAN

Students will be introduce.:! to
wha t a preda tor is and what
effect they can have on
set tlers. They will learn about
linking words and phrases to
enab le them to con nec t parts
of the ir 111
formationa l
n arratives together.
TIME NEEDED : 35 minutes
SUBJECT: Witiog/Social

Stud ies

Explore:
1.

2.

3.

4.

Tell students the definition of a predator (see vocabulary) . Ask for some
examples of types of predators and write them on the board (if pictures of
predators are available, that would also be helpful) . Some examples may
include : bears, ooyotes, wolves, mountain lions. Have students think about
the video they just watched. What are some similarities and differences
between the ranchers on the video and the settlers of Cache Valley in relation
to predators? Write the similarities and differences on the board under the
headings: similarities and differences.
Have students get into their family groups and have them go and get the
problem on the bulletin board; however, today they are to discuss the problem
and possible solutions, but wait to write in their journal. They will be sharing
some of their possible solutions with the rest of the class, then they will be
having a mini lesson about linking words and phrases . The problem for the
day is : When you go out to fee the cows, you notice that one is dead and that
the others are really scared . What do you think is going on?
When the students have had a chance to discuss res ources that are affected
and possible solutions to the problem, have a discussion for a few minutes
about the effects and the solutions . These solutions could include things
such as higher fences, large dogs, bringing the animals into the barn for the
night, etc.
After the students have had a chance to discuss, lead into the mini-lesson on
linking words/phrases
in writing. Review the linking word/phrase definition
(see vocabulary). Explain that linking words create flow in a paper - they link
parts together and so the topics are in one chain, rather than individual
ideas . Write the linking word phrases/words on the board or on a poster .
Ask students where they have seen these words and where they have been
used . Have a few students share examples of their use and then model how
to use them through writing . Take a writing outline that has previously been
filled out (or quickly fill one out with the day's information) and point out that
there are no linking words on the outline and so it doesn't flow from one topic
to the next very well. Write a qui ck introduction/problem
to revisit this
ooncept with the students and point out a word or phrase that could be used

UNIT: Hum.an Environment
Jnteractioo - Day 15
JW.TERIALS NEEDED

•
•

Se ttler Journals
Sett ler Bulletin Board

TEACHER RESOURCES

•

•
•

Pictures of different
p reda tors (optional - can
be found on calAndars or
on Google - sea rch Utah
p reda tors or the spec ific
animal type - mou n tain
lion, coyote, etc.) ,
Linking word poster
Informational narrative
writ ing ou tline that has
al ready be1:;nfilled ou I.
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5.

to make the paper "flovl' into the next idea . The use of these linking verbs is
to help the story move from one logical event to the next . For the second and
third points, let the students choose a linking word to use . Write a conclusi on
and remind the students of the parts of a conclusion (see day 12),
Let the students work on their writing/discussions . Remind them that their
goal is link their ideas together in the paper to create a nice flow.

Close : Have students check peer edit linking phrases before the teacher checks them.
Students should circle the links that are used and read their writing to make sure it is
clear (if students want to they can draw an unbroken line down the side of the paper to
sh ow it is "linked .» If they feel there is a break without a linking word, they can stop the
line . Afterwards they would help their peer fix the inconsistency) . After the writing has
been peer edited , the tea cher will look over it to ensure that linking words are used
correctly .

Assessment
The close activity shows the teacher if students can recognize linking words in
writing as well as see if students used them in their writing. If a student can't
find the linking words in a peer's paper, but it is present, the teacher knows
that student needs some extra support on this concept. Also, if a student fails
to use the linking words the teacher knows they need extra support. In both
cases follow-up may be helpful from peers who can explain the concept in "kidlanguage." Teachers will assess the student's knowledge of predators by
evaluating the content of their writing. Below, under Teacher Resources is a
rubric that will help guide educators as they assess and evaluate each
student's work .

Integrations
This lesson focuses on both social studies and writing concepts. The students
have to apply the concepts they learn about informational writing to help them
convey the information they know about predators clearly and effectively.

Accommodations
This space is provided for educators
specific classroom environment.

to write in accomm.odations

that fit their

Teacher Resources
Rubric :
0-Absent
1 - A few sentences written, none of which have
anything to do with predators , No linking words
are present, or they are used incorrectly.
2 - Student mentions that predators are
dangerous to be around, but doesn't provide a
solution to the problem. They use linking words
correctly 50% of the time .
3- Students tell reasons why predators are a
hazard in a logical order and use linking words
correctly 90% of the time. They provide a solution
to the problem of preditaition in a settler's
homestead .

.'i9

ADDITIONAL NOTES
OR HELPS - FOR
EDUCATOR USE
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Objectives
•

Have a beginning understanding
of what drives deer off the mountain
early and how this may have adverse effects on the livestock and crops
of settlers in Cache Valley
Students incorporate dialogue into their writing -to enhance the
reader's experience and present factual information and solve
problems.

•

Standards

Addressed

Social Studies: 1.2d , 1.3a , 2.ld
Writing: 3 .W.2b , 3.W.3b, 3.W.10
Speaking and Listening: 3.SL.lb

Vocabulary
Dialogue:a written

conversation

between two people .

Prior Know ledge
•

Students should be becoming more proficient in conducting the family
group discussion time independently.
Students should have completed the lesson about the layout of
informational narrative writing .

•

Pedagogy
Launch: Students will vote on the following : Is it a problem for deer to come off
the mountain early - Yes or No . .After they have voted and a tally has been
made , have the "yes " group get together in a corner of the room and the "no "
group get together in another corner . The y will discuss the basis of their
opinion for 2 --3 minutes . The class will come back together and talk about
why it is a good or bad thing . List the reasons up on the board . Even if the
reasons are false , at this point, the teacher shouldn't correct. After the
students engage in the explore activity they will have a chance to come back
and revisit this list.
Explore :
Students should separate into family groups . They will read the
"Animal Information " worksheet and complete the questions on the
back. Remind students that during group work , one student should
not be doing everything , but all the group members should
contribute to the activity . Let them work on the worksheet for 5 - 10
minutes .
2 . .After the worksheet is completed, students are reengaged in a class
discussion about the hazards and positive things that may come
from deer being closer to their homestead . Hazards may include:
eating crops , scaring animals , bringing down predators, trampling
the flower garden etc. Positive things may include: closer to hunt,
pretfy to look at, sign to prepare for an early winter, etc . If the
students are from a neighborhood that has trouble with residential
deer, ask them to share specifically the good and bad things that
come with the wildlife .
3. Before students go to the bulletin board to get their writing problem ,
talk about the concept of using dialogue in their writing. They were
just engaged in a large discussion with family groups and their class
about the potential problems and good things that come from deer
coming down off the mountain early . Ask students what might be a
good way to include these discussions in their writing, and show they
were a discussion. Students may respond they need to use quotation
marks. Although this is part of the solution , introduce the word
1.

Deer Oh
Deer
3 rd Grade
DESCRIPTION OF' LESSON PLAN

Students will be intro:! uce:I to
wha t a predator is and what
effect they can have on
sett lers. They will learn about
linking words and phrases to
enable them to con nec t parts
of their informat iona l
nar ra tives together.
TIME NEEDED: 40 minutes

SUBJECT : Witing/So

c ial Stud ies

UNIT: Huma n Environment
Interactioo
- Day 16
MATERIALS

•
•

NEEDED

Sett ler Journals
Sett ler Bu lletin Board

TEACHER RESOURCES

•

Animal Information sheet
and works h eet
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dialogue (see vocabulary) . Ask students to think about their own
journals at home or books they have read . It is more engaging to the
reader if author presents facts and information that relate to the story
by having two of the characters have a discussion about it. The
easiest way to include dialogue in an informational narrative is during
the part where the problem is solved.
4 . Model how to write dialogue by creating a problem that relates to deer
(but is not the problem of 1he day) such as The deer came down and
trampled Ma 's flower garden ." Write a journal entry that contains
some dialogue such as :
0ad.ore -ting flowcra , n-. lo&1ethem ao much that aometimn u.-.
-ecz1c into Hi'•flower garden and. trample and. eat them. Thia makn Ma aad..
0like to -t flower. aometimn
when there ian 't enough food. up in Ute
mountaina.
When l caked. H:z what ah• wa• going to d.o ahe aaid., "1 d.on 't know
honer,, d.o I/OU ha&1eang good. i~a?"
l told. her, "what about making a acarwcrow?
n.._ canfrigh'-t
d.-,- awug ," Ma told. m• ahe d.id.n't ha&1eang ahirta to .,are.
l
thought hard.er then aaid., "Ma, th. Maughan '• d.og )uat had. puppin.
Let'• if
we can get one, Onceitgrowa
up big, it will help frighten the d.-,-aWC111," Ma
-.claimed.,
"that ia a gr-t
id.-1 lu aaid. that getting a d.og might help"-"deer are acared.of Utem. We'll go and. get one on Scmd.q and. - if w. can't get
fhoae ~ d,..,. to keep out of mg flow.ra. "

5.

Students will reconven e in family groups to solve the problem posed :
Your com is tromp led in the field and some of the ears are missi.ng .
You suspect deer or other wildlife . What should you do? They need to
include at least 3 sentences of dialogue in their writing .

Close: Students are to read their dialogue parts of the story with a peer to see if
it sounds natural . If there needs to be changes made, they are done with the
help of the peer befor e bringing the completed journal entry to check with the
teacher .

Assessment
Th e informational narrative journal entry will serve as the writing assessment.
Students will need to include dialogue to catch the reader 's attention . To show
that they understand
the potential problem that deer may cause to settlers ,
they will include information about 1he problem as well as a possible solution.

Integrations
This lesson focuses on both social studies and writing concepts . The students
have to apply the use of dialogue to convey information about the potential
problems/ good that happen when deer come off the mountains too early .

Accommodations
This space is provided for educators
specific classroom environment.

Teacher

to write in accommodations

that fit their

Resources

Rubric :
0-Absent
1 - A few sentences written, none of which have anything to do with deer . No
dialogue is present.
2 - Student mentions that deer may be problematic, but don 't give facts to
support it. They use one sentence of dialogue in their writing.
3 - Students show why deer are good/bad through facts in their writing. They
use dialogue effectively in at least 3 sentences .

i:;1

ADDITIONAL NOTES
OR HELPS - FOR
EDU CA TOR USE
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Animal Information Page
• Animals don't have enough water to drink in a drought.
This makes many of them die, especially the really young
animals and really old animals.
• In a drought, there is not very much water for the plants the
animals eat This means there will not be enough food for
the animals because much of the grass will be dead.
• Animals won't have the fat they need on their bodies
because there is not enough food for them to eat. This
means that their coats will not be a shiny and deer, elk and
moose will not have big antlers.
• Trees and bushes may get burned in a forest fire and so
wild animals will be easier to spot when predators (eat
meat) or people are hunting them.
• Wild animals will move down into the valleys where farms
and Iivestock are to find
food. The herbivores
(eat plants) will eat the
food that is for the
Iivestock. The predators
will also move down and
begin hunting the
herbivores and Iivestock.

USINGWRITINGTO EXPLORE
HUMAN ENVIRONMENTINTERACTIONS

Fill in the blanks using the animal information page.
1. Animals don't have enough ____
to drink in a
drought
2. Wild animals . will move down into _____
where
farms and _____
are to finµ food.
3. Trees and bushes may get burned in a forest ___
_
and wild animals will be easy to spot when ____
_
and _____
are hunting them.

4. Animals won't have the ____
bodies.
5. Herbivores will

---

they need on their

the f oodthat is for the

3 problems that may happen if deer come down early are:
1.

2.

3.

USINGWRITING TO EXPLOREHUMAN ENVIRONMENTINTERACTIONS

Objectives
•

See what may happen when rain comes too soon after planting a crop
and brainstorm ways that could prevent crops from washing away.
Students use interesting/ descriptive verbs to convey information
about the function of their crop saver prototype.

•

Standards

Addressed

Social Studies: 1.2d , 1.3a , 2.ld
Writing: 3.W.2b , 3.W.3b, 3.W.10
Speaking and Listening: 3.SL.lb

Rain, Rain ,
Go Away
3rd

Grade

DESCRIPIION OF LESSON PLAN

Vocabulary
Verb: A word used to descnbe

an action , state, or occurrence

Prior Know ledge
•

Students should be becoming more proficient in conducting the family
group discussion time independently.
Prior activities that allowed students to design prototypes would aide
in the comprehension of the following lesson, but not required .

•

Students will be introduce-:! to
the idea that too much rain is
bad for newly planted crops.
They will use
descriptive/interesting
verbs
to describe a protection
system that will keep their
garden safe from too much
ram.
TI ME NEEDED: 40 minutes

SUBJECT: \'-t iting / Sooial Studies

Pedagogy
Launch: To start, students will have a mini lesson on interesting verbs . First
remind students what a verb is (see vocabulary) . Have them act out a verb.
Aftexwards , write the word MOVE on the board . This is not a very descriptive
verb and could be used to describe all the things the students were doing.
Rather than having a boring verb like MOVE descnbe what each student was
doing , as a class trunk of some better, more descriptive verbs (dance , walk,
leap , bound, crawl, etc .). It is important in our writing that we use descriptive
interesting verbs so our readers can imagine exactly what activity the
char acter is doing . Encourage students to add adverbs and adjectives onto
their verbs as well , as discussed in Day 7 (Building Homes) .
Explore :
Place seeds about 1 inch down in the soil that is held in some sort of
container that does not allow water to drain (a disposable pan is
best) . Now that the seeds have been planted, you explain to the class
that it looks like it may rain on them . Ask if rain is good for plants.
Ask if when it is raining "the more the better " is true in regard to
plants. Don't give the answer at this point, but rather have the
students experiment with the effects of too much rain .
2 . To show that too much rain can be harmful to plants , have a few
classroom volunteers come and pour large cupfuls of water on the
plants . Keep doing this until there is some standing water in the
pan. Students can now come and look at the location of the seeds in
relation to the water and soil Seeds should be dislodged from the
soil . Discuss what effects this may have on plant growth. Also point
out the white "chunks" that are floating on top . This is the nutrients
that are contained in the soil When it rains too much, the nutrients
are also washed away (this can be shown by dumping or scooping the
standing water out into a nearby sink or garbage can) .
3. Students will gather in family groups and be presented with their
problem : The heavy rai.n is washing away your vegetable garden.
How are you going to protect it? They now need to design a protection
system that protects from too much rain, but still allows sunlight in.
This will be done as a family group . They will need to describe their
1.

UNIf: H wnan Envir011me nt
ln teraoti011 - Day 18
MATERIALS NEEDED

•
•
•

Settler Journals
Settler Bu !let m Board
Paper/pencil

TEACHER R.Ero URCES

•

•

Seeds planted in potting
soil held in a medium
sized container that will
not allow water to dram
out (a 9-.,<13pan works
well)
Plastic/ paper cups (large)
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system in their Settler J mrmals, focusing on the use of interesting
verbs to convey the function of the prototype. They will also need to
write about the benefits of this system (almost like a sales pitch). The
designing will be done on paper, due to limited material avail.ability.
If a teacher does have access to materials or software that could be
used for design, it would be good to let the students construct their
creations if time allows .
Close : Student families will share their designs with the class by showing the
pictures they have created as well as reading the written description. If
students have questions about their peer's design, they are able to ask them.

Assessment
The informational narrative journal entty will serve as the writing assessment
and the social studies assessment.
Students should use descriptive verbs to
convey the function of their prototype. Below is a rubric that can be followed
when evaluating student work.

Integrations
This lesson focuses on both social studies and writing concepts. The students
have to apply the use of action verbs to convey information about the
protection of plants from heavy rain .

Accommodations
This space is provided for educators to write in accommodations
specific classroom. environment.

that fit their

Teacher Resources
Rubric :
0 - Absent
1 - A few sentences written, none of which have anything to do with rain or
garden protection. Verbs are not related to the funtion of the garden
protection.
2 - Student mentions that the garden needs to be protected, but the verbs that
are included in the description are vauge and don't give specific details about
the function of the materials.
3 - Students use a variety of descriptive verbs to convey the function of their
garden protection system and clearly shCJ\V'the benefits of the system .

ADDITIONAL NOTES
OR HELPS - FOR
EDU CA TOR USE
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Objectives
•
•

Understand the purpose of an irrigation system , and design a way t.o
get water from the lakes/ marshes t.o the fields of the settlers .
Integrate the use of all components of an informational narrative as
students write .

Standards

Addressed

So cial Studies: 1.2d, 1.3a, 2.ld
Writing: 3.W.lc , 3.W.2a 3.W2b , 3.W.2c , 3.W.2d , 3.W.3a , 3.W .3b ,
3.W.3c , 3 .W .3d , 3.W.10
Speaking and Listening: 3 .SL.lb

Vocabulary
Irrigation :

Prior Know ledge
•
•

Students should be becoming more proficient in conducting the family
group discussion time indepeo.dently.
Guest speaker behavior and appropriate questions should be
rehearsed prior t.o this lesson.

Pedagogy
Beforehand Ask a farmer/ avid gardener in the area t.o be on standby for some
calls about how t.o properly build an irrigation system. During the activity the
students will be able t.o "Phone a Farmer" and receive another perspective on
how t.o effectively irrigate.
Launch: A guest speaker will come int.o the class and explain the process of
modern day irrigation (about 10 minutes) . Beforehand, ask the guest speaker
t.o explain how the water gets from the lake/holding pond t.o the farmers , then
how the farmers get it int.o the field . If the guest speaker wants t.o stay and
help in the design process with the family groups , they are more than welcome
t.o.

Irrigation
Ideas
3 rd Grade
DESCRIPl'IONOF

LESSON PLAN

Students will be introduced to
the concept of irrigation.
They will interact with a
agriculture guest speaker and
look at successful irrigation
!>ystems. They will design
their own irrigation system
and then write about it using
all the components of a
succes.iful informational
narrative.
TIME NEEDED: 60 minutes
SUBJECT: \\titing/Social

Studies

UNIT: Hwnan Environment
Interaction
- Day 19

MllTERIALS NEEDED

Explore :
1. After the guest speaker has explained the process of modem day
irrigation , students will have an opportunity t.o build their own
irrigation system. Start off the lesson with family groups receiving
the problem for the da y: You have discovered you need more than rain
to keep your plants watered. You need to get water to them from a
local river, pond or marsh. Design an irrigation route and tell how it
works in your journal After they have the problem, show them the
resources they have available. They can look at pictures of irrigation
systems (see TEACHER RESOURCES), ask the guest speaker for
ideas (if available) or Phone a Farmer (see BEFOREHAND). 1his
phone conversation will allow students t.o practice using descriptive
words t.o convey their ideas as they talk with someone who can 't see
their drawing.
2 . After they have designed their irrigation system, they need t.o write
about it in their journals. Today students will have the opportunity
t.o, for the first time, use all the skills they have learned t.o write their
informational journal essay . Having a list of things t.o remember on
the board may be a good reminder. Subjects covered include :
emotion words, because , "ordinary" facts, adverbs/ adjectives,
se~ence/ story layout, capit.alization, punctuation, dictionary use ,
concluding statements, introductions, linking words , ilialogue and

•
•
•

Settler ,Journals
Settler Bulletin Board
Paper/pencil

TEACHER RESOURCES

•

•
•

Agriculture guest speaker
to talk about irrigation.
(The tea cher can call the
local high school FFA, 4H or College of
Agnculture for possible
speakers).
Volunteer that will allow
students to call him/her
about ideas for irrigation.
Pictures/diagrams
of
successful irrigation
water transportati on
systems.
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3.

descriptive verbs . Any posters that have been made should be up
and ready for student reference .
This lesson and the next, students practice and perfect informational
narrative skills . They will be given a checklist each day of tlrings that
need to be remembered when they write . They will then peer edit
their writing and their peers will review the checklist again to ensure
that all the parts of the informational narrative are covered . The
checklist is shown belOW'under Teacher Resources. The teacher will
model this procedure on an informational narrative piece that has
already been written .

Close: Students will peer edit each other's paper, using the Informational
Narrative Rubric that is provided . The students will then fix any mistakes that
have been found

Assessment
The informational narrative journal entry will serve as the writing assessment.
Students will need to have all discussed components of an informational
narrative in their journal entry. The teacher will assess how well they
understand the concept of irrigation by evaluating content of the journal entry,
as well as the irrigation design. The irrigation design needs to just get water
from one point to the next - creativity is encouraged.
The rubric for this
activity is listed below under Teacher Resources .

Integrations
This lesson focuses on both social studies and writing concepts. The stud~nts
have to apply their knowledge of writing an informational narrative to convey
information about irrigation systems .

Accommodations
This space is provided for educators
specific classroom. environment.

to write in accommodations

that fit their

Teacher Resources
If you Google Search "Ancient Irrigation " and click on the images tab, there is a
variety of ways to transport water that could be shown to students . Some may
include: water wheels, underground canals , digging ditches , etc.

Rubric:
0-Absent
1 - A few sentences written, none of which have anything to do with irrigation.
Beginning standards progress.
2 - Student mentions irrigation and has some sort of design but it is not
legible . Developing standards skills
3 - Student uses clear and precise drawings to show the irrigation design.
Meets standard expectations.
Below is the peer rubric/ checklist for writing.

F,7
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Name:

Date:

My Informational Narrative Writing Rubric
Peer
Comments

Score

Traits

4
3
2
1

CLEAR WELL ORGANIZED STORY
• Introduction: Attention Getter and
Problem
Story
followed logical sequence
•
• Linking words were used to tie story
together
Conclusion
: Back, Forward , Heart,
•
Zinger
INFORMATIVE
• At least 3 pieces of factual information in
the body of the story
The
information relates to the story
•
• Ordinary, every day facts add to the story
WORD CHOICE
• A variety of adjectives and adverbs are
used for description (weak example:
good , strong example: fabulous)
• Variety of verbs are used to give
description (weak example : move , strong
example: sweep)
• Dialouge is included
• Words that convey emotion are included
GRAMMER , USAGE AND MECHANICS
• Punctuation is correct
• Capitalization is correct
• Quotation marks show where dialoge is
taking place
There
are no spelling errors
•
OVERALL PRESENTATION
• Writing is neat and legible
• There are spaces between words
• Picture is neatly drawn

4
3
2
1
4
3
2
1

4
3
2
1

4
3
2
1

4 - Exceeds Standards
3 - Meets Standard Expectations
2 - Developing Standard Skills
1 - Beginning Standard Progress
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Objectives
•

•
•

Understand the trapper 's view on the natural environment and begin
to understand why man -made irrigation systems/ dams have an effect
on their profession.
Use proper debate techniques to come to a solution that satisfies the
settler's water needs and the trapper's access to wildlife .
Use all components of an informational narrative as students write the
day 's events .

Standards

Addressed

Social Studies: 1.2d, 1.3a , 2.ld , 2.3d
Writing: 3.W .lc , 3.W.2a 3.W2b, 3.W.2c , 3.W.2d , 3.W.3a , 3.W .3b ,
3.W.3c , 3.W.3d , 3.W.10
Speaking and Listening: 3 .SL.lb

Vocabulary
Irrigation:

Prior Know ledge
•
•

Students should be becoming more proficient in conducting the family
group discussion time independently.
Debate etiquette should be rehearsed and practiced prior to this
lesson.

Pedagogy
Beforehand Have a parent volunteer come in dressed up like a mountain
man . They will be leading the discussion on why the irrigation is so bad for
mountain men/ trappers . Tell the volunteer this information :
Mowitain men needed the rivers and marshes to be unrestricted to
enable them to catch the animals that. were their livelihood. If the rivers were
dist:url,ed, the animals wotddflee , leaving the trappers with nothing to sell a1
the Rendezvous. Also , it was driving game away that the trappers hunted for
food. The truppers wanted the irrigation systems gone . They wotddn 't have
even minded if the settlers themselves packed up and left because their fie Ids
and homes were upsetting the once game-filled valley .
Launch: The volunteer Mountain Man comes into class and tells the students
that there is a HUGE problem with their irrigation systems they created the
day before . The trappers/mountain
men are angry because the dams are
upsetting the wildlife , making them hard to find and trap . The volunteer
should explain that there needs to be some compromises made.

Explore :
1. Split the class into two groups , one working with the teacher
(settlers) , the other with the mountain man (trappers) . Each group
will talk about reasons why the dams are important for their
livelihood As they discuss, they will fill out the worksheet "Water
Wars" (found in TEACHER RESOURCSES) Then they will debate for
about 5 minutes why they need the dams . (Debate rules should
already be established in a classroom at this pointJ. The groups will
switch, and the cycle will go through again. At the end of this
debate, Family Groups will get together for about 2 minutes to decide
how they are going to compromise with the trapper . Each family will
present their plan and the guest "mountain man" should listen to the
proposals. After all the proposals are done, he could either say yes,
or negotiate the terms.

Mountain
Men
3 rd Grade
DESCRIPTION OF LESSO N PLAN

Students will be introduce:! to
the view of Mountain Men on
irrigation systems. They will
engage in discussions that
show both the set tier's and
trapper's views on irrigation ,
F'amily groups will present a
compromise to the guest
trappers and use their
inforrnational narrative skills
to record the happenings in
their journals.
TIME NEEDED: 35 minutes

SUBJECr: Wiling/Social

Studies

UNIT: Human Environment
interaction - Day 19
MATERIALS NEEDED

•
•
•

Settler Journals
Settler Bulletin Board
Water Wars Worksheet

TEACHER ~URCES

•

•
•

Parent Volunteer to be a
1·.llountain Man (or a real
mountain man if the
teacher has access to
one).
Water Wars Worksheet
Peer Edit Ru bric

USINGWRITINGTO EXPLORE
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2.

After the debate, record the decisions ofth~ debate in their journal
through informational narrative writing. It may be helpful to the
students to have the terms made by the trappers/ settlers written on
the board.) If the families want to re-discuss, they can, otherwise
they need to use all their skills learned about information narratives
to write a good description of the events that happened in their
"settler lives." Remind students to use the rubric as a guide, and
follow the peer editing process outlined the previous day (Day 18).

Close: Students will peer edit each other's paper, using the Informational
Narrative Rubric that is provided . The students will then fix any mist.akes that
have been found They can have the "mountain man" sign his/her autograph
if they want.

Assessment
Part of the assessment will be based on discussion that t.akes place. To receive
full points, the students will need to contribute positively to the discussion.
This will determine their understanding
of the differences between the view of
the trappers vs. the settlers of Cache Valley. The informational narrative
journal entry will serve as the writing assessment.
Students will need to have
all discussed components of an informational narrative in their journal entry .

Integrations
This lesson focuses on both social studies and writing concepts. The students
have to apply their knowledge of writing an informational narrative to convey
information about the views of settlers vs. trappers.

Accommodations
This space is provided for educators
specific classroom environment.

to write in accommodations

Teacher Resources
The "Water Wars"worksheet

can be found below

70
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Water Wars
I am a settler and I need the dams for irrigation because:

I am a trapper and I need the dams gone because:
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Objectives
•

Revisit individual writing and ensure that word choice is evaluated for
effectiveness .

Standards

Addressed

Writing: 3.W.5

Vocabulary
Editing : to prepare for publication
usage mistakes

by correcting mechanics,

grammar

and

Prior Know ledge
•

Students should have completed all their journal writings and have
participated in each of the unit lessons.

Publishing
Steps Editing
3 rd Grade

Pedagogy
Launch: Ask students what the next step should be in the publishing process.
They have their first draft done , so what next? At this point, introduce them
to the idea of editing their student journals . They may or may not be familiar
with this concept, so it is best to do a quick overview before they are allowed to
go and do their own editing.
Explore:
1.

The teacher should model how to edit by using his/ her own journal
entries. Model by using the think -aloud strategy . Show students
they first read the sentence to themselves . They ask themselves if
their sentence starts with a capital letter and ends with a period.
They ask themselves if there are any words they are unsure of the
spelling in that sentence . They ask if this sentence contains
something that someone has said and they need quotation marks . If
you find anything that needs to be corrected , refer the students to
the proofreading marks poster . Show them how to mark the
mistakes in red pen so that the editor can find them (for example , a
period with a circle armmd it) . If they find a word that they think is
misspelled , they can look it up on the computer , or they can use a
dictionary . Remind them that no one is a perfect writer, and not to
worry if they have made a few or a lot of mistakes .
2 . After the modeling students revisit each entry in their journal. They
are to edit ALL of their writing as they follow the editing checklist (see
TEACHER RESOURCES). They are specifically looking for
punctuation,
spelling, capitalization and quotation mark mistakes .
3 . After a student has edited his/her own journal, they then take it to a
classmate that is also done with the self -edit. They are to trade
journals and check for anything else that may need attention
Once
they have done this , their classmate will sign their checklist and the
checklist will be taken to the teacher for inspection (the teacher
should not be looking at every journal . The final edit will happen by
the volunteers that will be typing up the journals) .

Close : Students will show the teacher that a self-edit and a classmate -edit
have been completed by showing him/ her the revision checklist. In return ,
they will get a paper-clip to pin the checklist on their journal.

Assessment
The students will need to correct at least 800/4 of the mechanics mistakes
before it is typed by the volunteers. Inform the volunteers that if there seems
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DESCRJPTION OF LESSON PLAN

Now that students have
completed their journals, they
will nee:! to edit them for
misspellings and grammatical
errors before they are ready to
be published.
TIME NEEDED: al minutes
SUBJECT: \\citing/Social

Studies

UNIT: Hwnan Environment
Intera ction - Day al
MATERJALS NEEDED

•

Settler Journals

TEACHER RESOURCES

•
•

Editing Checklist
Proofreading Mark Poster

USINGWRITING TO EXPLOREHUMAN ENVIRONMENTINTERACTIONS
to be a large amount of editing incomplete,
send it back to be fixed by the student.

they don't need to fype it, but can

Integrations
1his lesson focuses mamly on the writing process, but the revisitation of the
concepts that have been talked about will aid in the student's comprehension
of the course material.

Accommodations
1his space is provided for educators
specific classroom. environment.

to write in accommodations

that fit their

Teacher Resources
A Proofreading Marks poster can be found online at amazon.com. by following
the link: http ://www.amazon .com/Teacher -Created -Resources -Proofread:ing Marks/ dp/B003B5CVXK/ref=sr
1 1?ie=UTF8&gid=l365190402&sr=8
l&keywords=editing+poster

REVISION CHECKLIST
I certify
•
•
•
•

that I have looked over my ENTIRE Settler Journal
Capitalization
End of Sentence Punctuation
Quotation Marks
Spelling.

SIGNED: __

(NAME) ________

and have edited for:

_

I certify that I have also reviewed the ENTIRE Settler Journal of (NAME) and
have found and fixed any capitalization, sentence ending punctuation,
quotation marks and spelling errors.
SIGNED: ___

(NAME) _______

_

ADDITIONAL NOTES
OR HELPS - FOR
EDUCATOR USE
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Objectives
•

Revisit individual writing and ensure that word choice is evaluated
effectiveness .
I

Standards

for

Addressed

Writing: 3.W.5

Vocabulary
Revising : to prepare for publication
mistakes.

by correcting word choice and organization
'

Prior Know ledge
•

Students should have completed all their journal writings and have
participated in each of the unit les~ons.

Publishing
Steps Revising
3 rd Grade
DESCRIPTION OF LESSON PLAN

Pedagogy
Launch: Ask students what revision is. If the class is familiar with writers
workshop, they will be able to respond with the definition (see VOCABULARY).
If not, then introduce them to the idea that sometimes authors decide they
don't really like hCJW'something sounds when they first write it, so they go
back and change it up a little bit.
Explore :
1. The teacher should model how to revise by reviewing over his/her
CJW'njournal entries . Model by using the think-aloud strategy . Show
students they first read the sentence to themselves. If it sounds good
to them, they can go to the next one. If they don 't like a word, think
it can be more descriptive, they can use the carrot proofreading mark
to add in a word, or cross out the word and write a better one on top.
If they read the next sentence and they think that it is in the wrong
spot, they can draw an arrCJW'to where they think it should be. If
they don 't like the sentences that are pre -written in the beginning of
the settler journal, they can rewrite them .
2 . Students revisit each entry in their journal aft.er the modeling is
complete. They are to revise any of their writing to make it more
organized or more detailed by using better descriptive words. As they
are completing the assignment they will be filling out a revision
checklist.
3. After a student has revised his/her CJW'njournal , they then take it to
a classmate that is also done with the self -revision. They are to trade
journals and check for anything else that may need attention
Once
they have done this, their classmate will sign their checklist and the
checklist will be paper -clipped to the front of their journal.
Close : Students will show the teacher that a self-revision and a classmaterevision have been completed on their journal by shCJW'ingher the revision
checklist. In return., they will get a paper -clip to pin the checklist on their
journal.

Assessment
The students will need to add description where it is lacking and make it
overall more interesting for the reader . As long as they are making at least 5
changes in their journal, they will get the full points. This activity is just
about making sure they know they can go back and change their work jf they
don't like it the first time.

Integrations
74

Now that students have
completed their journals, they
will need to edit them for
misspellings and grammatical
er rors before they are ready to
be published.
TIME NEEDED: 20 millutes
SUBJECT : W-itiog/Social

Studies

UNIT: Human Environment
Interaction - Day 20

MATERIALS NEEDED

•

Settler Journals

TEACHER RESOURCES

•
•

Revision Checklist
Proofreading Mark Poster
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This lesson focuses mainly on the writing process , but the revisitation of the
concepts that have been ta1ked about will aid in the student's comprehension
of the course material.

Accommodations
This space is provided for educators
specific classroom environment.

to write in accommodations

that fit their

Teacher Resources
A Proofreading Marks poster can be found online at amazon .com by following
the link: http :/ /www .amazon .com/Teacher -Created -Resources -Proofreading Marks / dp/B003B5CVXK / ref=sr 1 1?ie=UTF8&qid= 1365190402&sr=8 l&keywords=editing+poster

EDITING CHECKLIST
I certify
•
•
•
•

that I have looked over my ENTIRE Settler Journal and have added :
Adjectives and adverbs for better descriptions
Strong verbs that tell the reader exactly what is happening
A proper story sequence
Information in the story that is related to the problem .

SIGNED: _

_ (NAME) _______

_

I certify that I have also reviewed the ENfIRE Settler J oumal of (NAME) and
have found and fixed any story sequence problems as well as adding in words
that describe the situation better for the reader.
SIGNED: _

__

(NAME) _______

_

ADDITIONAL NOTES
OR HELPS - FOR
EDUCATOR USE
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Objectives
•

Use the entire page when creating an illustration
mediums to create the artwork.

Standards

and use a variety of

Addressed

Publishing
Steps Illustrating

Art: 2.2d

Vocabulary
Space : the areas around , between or in a piece .

3 rd Grade

Prior Knowledge
•
•

Students should have completed all their journal writings and have
participated in each of the unit lessons.
Students should have been introduced to the art mediums listed in
the sidebar. If they have not been introduced to one , just limit the use
of that item or do a separate project that introduces the medium
before they illustrate using that medium.

Pedagogy
Launch: Take a vote with the students : who like to r ea d book s with pictures?
Who like to read book without pictures?
Explore:
1. Explain that in many books , illustrations are an important part of
the story . Sometimes the illustrations can even tell the story . Show
the book Tuesday by David Wiesner . This book has no words, onl y
pictures to tell the story . Explain that in informational narratives , we
can learn a lot about the characters in the story by looking at the
pictures . Show the book Pioneer Girl: The Story of LauralngaJ,ls
Wilder by William Anderson and point out how the pictures tell the
story without reading the words .
2 . In the Pioneer Girl, ask the students what they notice about the
illustrations.
This may include that it shows what is happening in
relation to the words , it shows one moment in time , real life
experiences , shows the characters , etc. Also point out that in this
book , the illustrator Dan Andreasen used the entire space that he
had to make the picture . Add this to the list and keep it up on the
board so students have a reference when they are illustrating their
own journals .
3 . Before they use the art supplies , have students do a thumbnail
sketch of what they intend to draw . This will help with "mess-ups "
and will give students valuable think -time before they just start into
the project. Remind students of proper care of brushes and paints
beforehand as well (wash out brushes , don't leave sitting in water ,
wipe off mixing trays) . If the teacher doesn't want to deal with
paints, colored pencils and crayons are fine mediums to .
4 . Students are expected to illustrate their settler journals . Give them
plenty of time so they don 't feel the need to rush. Many students
don't like to draw or paint, so make sure to give those students
breaks or just let them do it in their free time. For the students who
don't want others to see their work unfinished offer them the chance
to take it home and work on it. Ask the art teacher at your school if
they could teach other art concepts relating to illustrating if time
allows.

Close : Students will attach their artwork into their settler journals in the
proper location and journals will be prepared for publishing . After publication
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DESCRIPTION OF LES&)N PLAN

Stude nts are ab le to illustra te
th eir set tler jo u rna ls. They
focus on the use of the who le
paper.
'l'IME NEEDED: initial le ss on: 10
minutes . Actual illustrating: as long
as needed (try and keep it to a we e k).
SUBJECT: Art

UNIT: Human Environment
Interaction - Day 21

MATERIALS NEEDED

•
•
•

Settler Journals
Quality Paper (standard
s ized)
Art materia ls; oil pastels,
tempera paints,
wa terco lors, colore,d
penc ils, crayons,
b rushes.

TEACHER RESOURCES

•

•
•

Blick art s u pplies websi te
for ordering needed art
supplies.
Tuesday by David
Wiesner
Pioneer Girl. T1ie Story of
Laura Ingalls Wilder by
William Anderson

USINGWRITINGTO EXPLORE
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the finished product will be available for checkout in the library throughout the
year . The students will take their joUinals home at the end of the year if they
would like .

Assessment
As they are using the art materials , make sure they are using at least 80% of

the paper. Other art lessons can be incorporated including: 1horizon,
perspective, contrasting colors , shadows, mnring colors , movement, etc . if there
is time .

Integrations
This lesson focuses on the illustrations; however, the review of previous
concepts is important to student concept retention.

Accommodations
This space is provided for educators
specific classroom environment.

to write in accommodations

that fit their

Teacher Resources
Art materials can be found on.line at http ://www .di ckbli ck. com/ . This website
has art materials as well as lesson plans if the teacher wishes to do separte
lessons to introduce materials or other techniques .

Tuesday by David Wiesner can be found on amazon.com for $4.99 by following
the link http :/ /www.amazon .com/Tuesday -David Wiesn er/ dp/0 3958708 28/ref= s r 1 1?s=books&ie=UTF8&gid= 13 655 23 71 2 &sr
= 1- 1&k eywords=tuesday+by+david
+wiesn er

Pwneer Girl: The Story of LauraingaJls Wilder by William Anderson can be
found on amazon.com for $6.29 by following the link
http ://www.amazon .com/ Pion eer -Girl -Story -Ingalls Wild er/ dp/ 006446 23 4X/r ef=sr 1 9?s=books&i e=UTF8&gid=1 3655 22 56 7 &sr =
1-9&k eywords=pion eer+pi ctur e+books
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Chapter4
Reftections on Pilot Testing and Unit Design
Pilot Testing

In an effort to create a more fnnctional curriculum I was able to create a mini-unit based
off the original unit design and pilot test this mini unit in a third grade classroom at Edith Bowen
Laboratory School. Through this pilot testing valuable insights were gained that allowed me to
make adjustments to the final curriculum plan that would better meet the needs of the students to
which it was being taught.
No individual journal was used for the mini unit , but there was a strong focus on writing
in the informational narrative style when appropriate . The mini unit lessons began in the same
place as the original and created a working definition of an informational narrative for the
students . Next they were introduced to the idea of resources through movie clips, discussion and
a group learning activity that allowed students to see the uses for each resource . They did not
complete the pre -moving to Cache Valley lessons but went straight into the problem solving,
with students divided up into family groups . There was an overall problem for the class (drought
in Cache Valley) and then each group had a sub-problem that was based off the main problem .
Students were given jobs , much like in the original unit , though the jobs were slightly different.
Information was given to the students in a worksheet form then they used the information to
develop their informational narrative . The mini unit design can be fonnd starting on page 20.
Through the implementation of this mini unit I learned that teachers may need to be
flexible with timings . The unit design includes a time estimate, but in the end a teacher should
appraise the needs of the specific class. By evaluating transition time on a case-by -case basis, as
well as the time students may need to write an effective journal entry, a teacher can avoid over or
nnder planning the day.

7P.
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Color coding family groups, as well as having a family basket, is helpful when
completing this unit It helps the students and teacher stay organized due to the large number of
extra papers that are used
Teaching procedures such as group discussion and debate rules as well as guest speaker
conduct should all happen before the unit is taught Lack of proper behavior during group
discussion time can be frustrating for the teacher and the students who are participating
appropriately . Teaching these skills beforehand creates a smoother flow during the lesson time.
For example during pilot testing, there was one extreme case that involved a student who didn't
like some of the members of the group. This student began ripping up his own paper, as well as
hiding those of the group members in an effort to cope with his internal struggle. This is an
extreme situation, but can be avoided by pre-teaching good group choices.
Students will struggle with communicating their thoughts and ideas at the beginning.
Teachers must allow them to think during this process and help them find their own strengths in
the writing to keep them going as well as correcting any procedures that could be improved on.
Scaffolding for the students in the forms of writing prompts is helpful assist budding writers
keep their frustration levels down. Soon, as student's master the idea of social studies journal
writing, the entries will become more refined and sophisticated They will develop the skills of
making predictions and drawing conclusions as they progress and soon will have the confidence
and ability to use their newfound skills.
These notebooks are not just a benefit for the learners though; for a teacher they are
valuable ways to assess students. This can show where teachers need to adjust instruction and
also see what ideas the class does not understand. In fact, "a quick review of the [journal] may
reveal the need to revisit an idea, provide a mini -lesson ... or repeat a procedtrre" (Worth et. al
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2009, p. 59). It is a great way to give constructive feedback Constructive feedback is not a
general "good job," but rather a comment on a specific entry or idea that the student has written
about It should focus on strengths and perhaps ask a question that will make the student
evaluate their entry. This will allow students to see where they can be more effective writers.
Although there are potential gains for an educator using the journals, it only works if the
notebooks are revisited frequently. Teachers have to make sure that they are routinely looking
over the notebooks to get the data they need for tailoring instruction.
The last thing I want to address is the idea of movement and fluidity in the classroom.
When doing this pilot project, I felt that it was important that students form cohesive groups
outside of their normal table seating chart I took an hour or two one day to organize students
into family groups rather than Popsicle stick drawing . I felt this way I could make more
cohesive groups that would work well together. I was able to strategically plan which students
might not work well together, as well as plan to put students together that would bring out the
best in each other. I thought about friends and made sure that each child had at least one friend
in their group. I was able to think about interests and attention spans and base my groupings off
of that as well. I believe that the one thing that will make or break this project is the groupings
of students . On a project like this, it is vital that the teacher not leave groupings up to chance,
but rather plan ahead to make groups that will mesh well and be a team
After the pilot testing I made some changes to the original unit plan Not only did I alter
the time frames on each of the lessons, but I also added in specific writing lessons into the unit in
an effort to create the integration equality that Hudson (2012a) mentions in his article (p. 40).
Expert Evaluations

Unit Design: Self and Expert Evaluations
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Self Evaluation. Although I feel that this unit can be done in any classroom from 3 rd
grade to €111
grade, I believe that it is best suited for a 4 th grade classroom The 4 th grade focuses
on the study of the state of Utah and this idea of discovering pioneer immigration fits well with
the curriculum. Also, I think that this unit closely aligns with the idea that students need to have
an authentic learning experience in the classroom Through the creation of an actual

"travelogue" as mentioned by Charron et. al (2012), students are able to gain a better perspective
on the time period They are exposed to many aspects of the time period and are able to
experience the problems that were faced by many of the past people of Utah. It is a great
opportunity for students to read between the lines of the history text and create a more authentic
picture of what it may have been like for pioneers settling Cache Valley .

Expert Evaluation 1: Pilot Tested Class. As I was leaving my student teaching
classroom , I was able to ask students what I needed to do to become a fantastic teacher in my
own classroom They were quick to give advice , but the comment I heard again and again was
that I just had to do The Settler Project (as it was nicknamed) in whatever class I was teaching .
They loved learning about Cache Valley and spending time in a cooperative group .

Expert Evaluation 2: Marty Prettyman, Elementary Teacher
Marty thought that this was a great unit He feels that it is reasonable to teach from it and
likes the real life connections that the students can make . He said that the organization and
detailed activities allow for teacher enhancement, learning style and variation

He specifically

liked the soil and erosion section , and says that cracking caused by plant roots are sure to be
exciting for the students. He mentions that specific time allotments for activities would be
helpful for teachers using the lessons and that timing is probably going to be class specific (M.
Prettyman, personal communication, February 17, 2013).
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Expert Evaluation 3: Cynde Laudie, Elementary Teacher.
Cynde thought the unit was engaging and well researched

She also liked the idea of

putting the burden of the learning on the learner . She mentions that it is good that integration is
implemented and that the unit effectively covers multiple standards in one lesson plan. She likes
that the literature and writing really helps the students feel what it may have been like to be a
pioneer in Cache Valley. However though it is a well written unit , Cynde points out that
teaching it may take more time depending on the class. Integration , in part solves this problem ,
but she says it would be better taught near the end of the year (C. Laudie , personal
communication , January 31 , 2012).
Pilot Testing Documents

This was the bulletin board used as a
resource for students. If they forgot
what a settler was, needed ideas for
writing or a refresher on
informational narratives, they went
here.
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This was the display board out in the
hall of all the settling stories the
students had created for the pilot
lessons.
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Conclusion

I feel that it is important to teachers to understand that curriculum integration is not only
possible , but it is vital to the overall learning of the students in the classroom To create a wellrounded career ready individual , there needs to be exposure tc a multiple subjects at one time.
The subjects of human environment interaction and informational narratives lend themselves
well to curriculum integration and both subjects are further enriched and enhanced when taught
together .
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Appendix A
Standards Addressed

Standard Code
Art 2.2d

Math 3.MD.B3
Math3 .NBT.A.2

Math3 .0A .A3

Science 2.2b
Social Studies
l.la
Social Studies
1.2d
Social Studies
1.3a
Social Studies
2.ld
Social Studies
23d
Social Studies
2.3e
Speaking and
Listening
3.SL lb
Writing 3.L.2
Writing 3.L.2a
Writing 3.L2g
Writing 3.W. la

Writing 3.W. 1b
Writing 3. W.1 c

Standard
Standard 2 (Perceiving): The student will analyze, reflect on, and apply the
structures of art
Objective 2: Create works of art using the elements and principles.
d Create a work of art that uses all of the space on the paper.
CCSS .Math.Content.3.MD.B.3 Draw a scaled picture graph and a scaled bar
graph to represent a data set with several categories.
CCSS .Math.Content.3.NBT .A.2 Fluently add and subtract within 1000 using
strategies and algorithms based on place value, properties of operations,
and/or the relationship between addition and subtraction .
CCSS.Math.Content.3.0A.A.3 Use multiplication and division within 100 to
solve word problems in situations involving equal groups, arrays , and
measurement quantities, e.g., by using drawings and equations with a symbol
for the unknown number to represent the problem
Science Standard 2, Objective 2b: Predict the effects of changes in the
environment on a liviru? organism
Social Studies Standard 1, Objective la : Identify the geographic features
common to areas where human settlements exist.
Social Studies Standard l I Objective 2d: Investigate ways different
communities adapt to their ecosystems.
Social Studies Standard l I Objective 3a: Identify ways people use the
physical environment (e.g. agriculture , recreation , energy , industry) .
Social Studies Standard 2, Objective 1d identify and explain the
interrelationship of the environment and community development.
Social Studies Standard 2, Objective 3d Compare perspectives of various
communities toward the natural environment
Social Studies Standard 2, Objective 3e: Examine changes in communities
that can or have occurred when two or more cultures interact.
CCSS.ELA-Literacy.SL.3.1 b Follow agreed-upon rules for discussions (e.g.,
gaining the floor in respectful ways , listening to others with care, speaking
one at a time about the topics and texts under discussion) .
CCSS.ELA -Literacy.L.3 .2 Demonstrate command of the conventions of
standard English capitalization, punctuation, and spelling when writi~.
CCSS .ELA-Literacv.L.3.2a Capitalize appropriate words in titles.
CCSS .ELA-Literacy.L.3.2g Consult reference materials , including beginning
dictionaries, as needed to check and correct spellings .
CCSS.ELA-Literacy. W.3. la Introduce the topic or text they are writing
about , state an opinion, and create an organizational structure that lists
reasons.
CCSS .ELA-Literacv.W.3. lb Provide reasons that support the opinion
CCSS.ELA-Literacy. W.3. lc Use linking words and phrases (e.g., because,
therefore, since, for example) to connect opinion and reasons .
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Writing 3. W.2a
Writing 3. W.2b
Writing 3.W.2c
Writing 3. W.2d
Writing 3. W.3a
Writing 3. W.3b

Writing 3. W.3c
Writing 3.W.3d
Writing 3. W. l 0

CCSS .ELA-Literacy .W.3. 2a Introduce a topic and group related information
together ; include illustrations when useful to aiding comprehension.
CCSS .ELA-Literacy .W.3. 2b Develop the topic with facts, definitions, and
details.
CCSS.ELA-Literacy.W .3.2c Use linking words and phrases (e.g., also,
arwther, and, more , but) to connect ideas within categories of information.
CCSS .ELA-Literacv .W.3.2d Provide a concluding statement or section
CCSS.ELA-Literacy. W.3.3a Establish a situation and introduce a narrator
and/or characters ; organize an event sequence that unfolds naturally.
CCSS.ELA-Literacy. W.3.3b Use dialogue and descriptions of actions ,
thoughts , and feelings to develop experiences and events or show the
resoonse of characters to situations .
CCSS .ELA-Literacy.W.3.3c Use temporal words and phrases to signal event
order.
CCSS.ELA-Literacv.W.3.3d Provide a sense of closure .
CCSS .ELA-Literacy.W.3.10 Write routinely over extended time frames
(time for research, reflection, and revision) and shorter time frames (a single
sitting or a day or two) for a range of discipline-specific tasks, purposes , and
audiences.
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